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COMPONENTS
COLOUR 25 KV TRIPLERS

"I MADE IT MYSELF"

Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed \
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a

£1.70 + 17p V.A.T.

modern radio you made yourself.

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your
own modern transistor radio!
Practical lessons teach you sooner
than you would dream possible.
What a wonderful way to learn -and help qualify yourself
for a new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!
You build a modem Transistor
So fast, so easy,
a Burglar Alarm. You this personalised course
Radio
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoy - will teach you even if
.

making things

with

your own

you don't know a thing

hands that you'll be proud to own! today!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to No matter how little you

learn this way. Because learning
becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because opportunities in the field of Radio and

now no matter what your background or education, we'll teach
you.

Step by step, in simple

-understand language, you
growing faster easy -to
up the secrets of radio and
than they can find people to fill the pick
electronics.
jobs!
You become a man who makes
Electronics

are

No mathematics,
no soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.
Yes! Faster than you can imagine,
you pick up the technical know
how you need. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you
how to: read circuits - assemble
components - build things experiment. You
minute of it!

enjoy

every

things, not just another of the
millions who don't understand.

And you could pave the way to a
great new career, to add to the thrill

and pride you receive when you
look at what you have achieved.
Within weeks you could hold in
your

hand your own powerful

radio. And after the course you
can

go

powered

on to acquire hightechnical qualifications,

because B.I.E.T.'s famous courses

go right up to City & Guilds
You get everything you need. levels.
Tools. Components. Even a verSend now for FREE
satile Multimeter that we teach
76 page book - see how
you how to use. All included in
the

course

AT NO EXTRA easy it is - read what

CHARGE' And this is a course
anyone can afford. You can even
pay for it in easy payments - in
fact you could make extra cash

from spare -time work when you've
turned yourself into a qualified man
through B.I.E.T. training.

POST
TODAY FOR

FREE BOOK

others say!
Find out more now! This is the

gateway to a thrilling new career,
or a wonderful hobby you'll
enjoy for years. Send the coupon
now. There's no obligation.

To: BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Aldermaston Court, Reading NG? OF

I

B1 V.'

PYE C72 SERIES
GEC 2028 SERIES
PHILIPS G8 SERIES

£3.00 + 30p V.A.T.

E.H.T. RECTIFIER STICKS
X80/150D
10p

1p V.A.T.

TRANSISTOR TUNER UNITS
VHF/UHF
6 Push Button VHF/UHF
6 Push Button UHF
UHF

300 Mixed Condenser
350 Mixed Resistor
100 w/w Resistor
40 Mixed Pots

£2.00
£2.50
£3.00
£1.50
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

20p V.A.T.
25p V.A.T.
30p V.A.T.
15p V.A.T.
10p V.A.T.
10p V.A.T.
10p V.A.T.
10p V.A.T.

PRINT PANELS WITH TRANSISTOR
Er RESISTOR Er CONDENSER Et RELAYS
10p V.A.T.
£1.00
Money returned if not completely satisfied

COLOUR PANELS
TRANSISTORS RESISTOR CONDENSER ETC.
10p V.A.T.
£1.00
I.F. PANELS, with Transistors & Resistor etc.,
1p V.A.T.
10p

OH

Yes, I'd hke to know more about your course. Please send
me free details-plus your bfg, 76 -page nook that tells
about all your courses.
NAME

ADDRESS

REPLACEMENT TRIPLERS

SENDZ COMPONENTS
2 WOODGRANGE CLOSE
THORPE BAY, ESSEX

tsjsrx,

P.P. PAID UK ONLY
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CROSS HATCH GENERATOR
Complete kit for Cross Hatch
Generator as described in
"TELEVISION"
September 1972 issue

The only way to obtain 100%
convergence of colour guns
in any colour TV

4111.111111.1.11110111111111141

£3.85
(olc lOcib V.A.T(

COMPLETE KIT

BI-PRE-PAK LTD
keg. No 120919

POST PAID

ff. Please send me the free
BI-PREPAK Catalogue
MO

II

Please send me kits of parts
Ifor Cross Hatch Generator
I enclose cheque/P.O./M.O.
for

I

Name

Address

Ihommommumil
DEPT. G. 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344

1 94

TV LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALL MAKES SUPPLIED PROMPTLY by our

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
All Lopts at the one price

£4.40 TRADE £4.95 RETAIL
Except

(INCLUDING V.A.T.)
Post and Pecking 30p COD 33p

BUSH MODELS TV53 to TV67, TV94 to TV101.
EKCO MODELS TC208 to TC335, TV407 to TV417.
FERGUSON MODELS 305 to 438, 506 to 546.
FERRANTI MODELS 1084 to 1092.

HMV MODELS 1876 to 1871. 1190 to 1196. FR 20.
MURPHY MODELS V280 to V330, V420. V440, 653X to 789 OIL -FILLED.
REGENTONE MODELS 10-4 to 10-21. 1718. R2, R3, 191, 192.
RGD 519-621, 710, 711.

ALL AT £2.75 + 30p PbP

EHT TRAYS SUPPLIED MONO & COL.
All Lopts NEW and GUARANTEED for SIX MONTHS
E. J. PAPWORTH AND SON Ltd.,
80 MERTON HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.19

THE UM4
"COLOURBOOSTER"

01-540 3955
01-540 3513

ENGINEERS

UHF/625 LINE

CAN PRODUCE
REMARKABLE
IMPROVEMENTS IN

COLOUR AND
PICTURE QUALITY
IN FRINGE OR
DIFFICULT AREAS
WITH SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN
NOISE (SNOW).

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB

Do you want promotion, a better lob,

higher pay? "New Opportuni ties" shows
you how to get them through a low-cost
B.I.E.T. home study course. There are no
books to buy and you can pay -as -you learn.

Tick or state sublect of interest. Post to the address below.

HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR BLACK AND WHITE

Also the M4 DUAL BAND VHF UNIT
BOOSTS ALL BAND III and ANY SPECIFIED
BAND I CHANNEL SIMULTANEOUSLY
NOMINAL GAIN 16-18 DB BOTH BANDS
PRICES BOTH TYPES:

Battery model L4.17
Including VAT

Mains version L6.50
postage 13p

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED

6 ORCHARD GDNS., TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON
Telephone: Toignmouth 4757

MORE PAYI

The B.I.E.T. guide to success should be
read by every ambitious engineer.
Send for this helpful 76 page FREE book
now. No obligation and nobody will call
on you. It could be the beet thing you
ever did.

VICUT OUT THIS COUPON NI
I= 011
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!

HIGH GAIN-VERY LOW NOISE
FITTED FLY LEAD-INSTALLED IN SECONDS

IVORY PLASTIC CASE 34 x 3i x 14 CORK BASE
CHANNELS: Group A, Red code
21-33
Group B, Yellow code
39-51
Group C -D, Green code
52-68

WITH

General Radio and

City & Guilds Radio,

TV Engineering 0 TV Electronics Mechanics I
Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and Repairs
Television
Maintenance and Servicing
Colour Television
Practical TV
Electronic Engineering
Practical Radio and
Electronics (Technatron)
Radio Amateurs
D

0

0
0
0

City & Guilds Electrical
Engineering Practise
Society of Engineers
(Electrical Engineering)
City & Guilds

Elec. Tech.-Primary

General Electrical
Engineering
Electrical Installations
and Wiring
Many other courses

To B.I.E.T. DEP7137V50 Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF IBTv 50
NAME (Bled Capitals Fleas.)
ADDRESS
Other eublects

Age

Accrethled by in, Council lor the AccraNation Of COITMOOnClanCe Collages

BRITISH INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

195

arshal 5

COLOUR, UHF AND TELEVISION SPARES
"TELEVISION" CONSTRUCTOR'S COLOUR SET. DEMONSTRATION MODEL, WORKING AND ON VIEW AT 172 WEST
END LANE, N.W.6. ALREADY SEEN BY HUNDREDS OF
CONSTRUCTORS. COMPLETE YOUR SET WITH MANOR
SUPPLIES COMPONENTS. CALL, PHONE OR WRITE FOR
UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION COLOUR LISTS.
MAINS TRANSFORMER 280W, for Colour Set. Guaranteed to
give correct outputs under actual load conditions. Designed for
original power board. Includes C.R.T. 6-3V Htr. supply. In successful
use for over a year in completed sets £10.00 p.p. 70p.
SCAN PACK No. 21. Mullard or Plessey Scan Coils, Convergence
Yoke, Blue Lateral, complete for £10.00 p.p. 45p.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Convergence 3 for £2.50 p.p. 30p.
Decoder, I.F. amp. Time Base £1.25, Power £1.50 p.p. 25p. R.G.B.
70p p.p. 17p, Varicap, C.R.T. Base 66p p.p. I I p. Complete Set £8.25
p.p. 35p. Audio Panel & P.A. 263 £2.30 p.p. 15p.
PACKS (incl. p.p.). No. 2 £4.90, No. 5 £1.05, No. 9 45p, No. 12 31p,
No. 13 35p, No. 14 £9.90, No. 15 £2.28, No. 16 £10.95, No..17 £2.72,
No. 19 £2.30, No. 21 £10.40, No. 22 £2.20, C.R.T. Base 30p, C.R.T.
Shields £2.05 p.p. 55p, Varicap ELCI043 £4.50, TAA550 62p, AE

Isolpanel 30p, Pack No. 23 £2.95, Pack No. 24 £1.25.
PACK 22. Manor supplies modification kit and circuit 30p.
CABLE 7 x 0.2 mm Screened 10 yds for 50p. Colours, 25p p.p. 10p.
Line Osc. Coil 50p, 500 ohm Contrast 25p, 100 ohm W.W. 25p,

SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS

A. MARSHALL & SON (LONDON) LTD
42 Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2
Telephone: 01-452 016112

Telex: 21492

Cable. Coninst London

colour television
Complete kits for the following units:

Kit No. 1 -PAL DECODER

£8.42

250 ohm 25W 30p, Slide Switches 15p, Ident Coil 45p.

Kit No. 4-I.F. STRIP

£8.26

Kit No. 8-R.G.B. BOARD
Kit No. 10 -TIME BASE

£6.66

G.E.C. Colour decoder panels suitable for "Television" decoder

SPECIAL OFFER I.F. Panel, leading British maker, similar design
to "Television" panel. Now in use as alternative incl. circuit, and
connection data, checked and tested on colour £13.80 p.p. 40p.
parts incl. DL20, crystal, ident coil, etc., £3.50 p.p. 35p
CRT HEATER TRANSFORMERS 6-3V IA £1.10 p.p. 25p.
PYE 697 Line T.B. for "Television" set parts £1.50 p.p. 35p.
MULLARD at 1023/05 convergence yoke. New £2.50 p.p. 25p.
PHILIPS G6 single standard convergence panel, incl. 16 controls,
switches wtc., and circuits £3.75 p.p. 30 p, or incl. Yoke £5.00.

FOR COLOUR TELEVISION PROJECT
FEATURED IN THIS MAGAZINE

PHILIPS G8 decoder panel part complete incl. I/C £2.50.
Field and Line Osc. Panels for spares 75p p.p. 30p.

£7.50

KB CVCI convergence control panels. New, complete £2.75 p.p. 35p.

Guitar amplifier

UHF/625 Tuners, many different types in stock. Lists available. UHF
tuners, transistd. £2.85, incl. s/m drive, indicator £3.85; 6 position

complete with case and all components

BUSH CTV25 Mk. III Quadrupler Trays/E.H.T. £8.25 p.p. 25p.

VARICAP/VARACTOR ELC 1043 UHF tuner (for "Television"
colour receiver) £4.50. VHF Varicap tuners for band 1 & 3 £2.85.
Varicap tuners salvaged, VHF or UHF £1.50 p.p. 25p.

or 4 position pushbutton £4.95. p.p. 30p.
MURPHY 600/700 series UHF conversion kits in cabinet plinth
assembly, can be used as separate UHF receiver £7.50 p.p. 50p.
SOBELL/GEC Dual 405/625 I.F. amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit
£1.50 p.p. 30p. PHILIPS 625 I.F. panel incl. cct £1 p.p. 30p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg. HMV, Marconi. New £1.90 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS. KB "Featherlight" VC11, Philips 170 series,
GEC 2010 £2.50. AB Dual Stand, suitable Ferguson, Baird, KB, etc.
75p. Cyldon C 75p. Pye 110/510 -Pam, Invicta, Miniature, increm.
£1.95. Peto Scott 960, Decca 95/606 £1.50 p.p. 30p.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available, brand

new replacements, fully guar. A selection which can be supplied
p.p. 30p, C.O.D. 28p.
BUSH TV92, 93, 105 to 186SS £4.90
SPECIAL OFFERS
DECCA DR95, 101/606, DRI
BUSH TV53/86
.. £1.75
£2.50
2, 3, 121/123, 20/24, 2000
.. £4.70 BUSH TV95/99
EKCO 221/394 FERR 1001/1065 £4.30 ECKO 380 to 390 .. £2.50
EKCO, FERR. 418, 1093 series £4.40 EKCO 407/417
1057 to 1068
FERG, HMV, MARCONI,
FERR 1084/1092 ..
PHILCO, ULTRA, THORN 800,
FERG 506 to 546 ..
850, 900, 950, 1400, 1500 series £4.70 HMV 1890 to 1896..
£4.90 KB/ RG D VCI, VCI I
GEC 302 to 456, 2000 series
£4.40 P/SCOTT 1419 to
KB VC2/9, 51, 52, 53, 100
1725, 733 to 738
..
MURPHY 849, 939, 153 24175 £4.90 REG 10-6, 10-17
.
McMICHAEL 762/765,
REG 191/2, 17-18 ..
3000 series
RGD 519, 606, 610,
P/SCOTT 960, COSSOR 1964 £4.70 612, 619, 620, 711 ..
.

.

.

£2.50FERR

£2.50
£2.50
£1.50
£1.50
£2.75

100 WATT
£23.50

Postage and packing 60p

`SCORPIO' ignition system
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION SYSTEM
(as described in Practical Electronics Nov. 1971)
COMPLETE KIT £10.50 P. Er P. 50p

SPECIAL OFFER

RECORDING TAPES -STANDARD PLAY
102" -2,400 ft. £1.25 to clear
Postage and packing 30p

£2.50
.50
£2.50
£2.50

.. £2.25
.. £3.90

PHILIPS 17T0100 to 19TG112 £4.40 PHILCO 1010/21
PHILIPS 19TGI21 to 19TG156 £4.90 PHILIPS 1768
PHILIPS 19TG170, 210, 300
£4.90
COLOUR LOPTS
PYE 110/510, 700, 830, 11U,
BUSH CTV 182 Series
20, 30, 36, 40, 67 series
.. £4.40
£6.60
PYE 169, 368, 569, 769 series
£4.90 GEC 2028, 2040 .. £7.45
SOBELL 1028, 1040 £7.45
PAM, INVICTA, EKCO,
MULLARD AT2055 £3.50
FERR. equivalents
SOBELL 195/282/1000 series .. £4.90 LOPT Inserts p.p. ..
17p
STELLA 1011/1039 ..
£4.40 KB/ RGD VCI-9 .. £1.95
STELLA 1043/2149 ..
£4.90 PHILIPS 17TG100.. £1.95
850 field output transformer ..
£1.80 p.p. 20p
850 scan coils ..
.. £4.40 p.p. 30p
THORN 850 Time Base Panel, Dual Standard £1 p.p. 30p.
THORN 850 Mains Droppers 30p p.p. 15p (state approx. values).

CALLERS WELCOME AT SHOP PREMISES

MANOR
SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn ; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751
Mail Order: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.I I

Kellner Construction Kits
AV7 Aerial Amplifier For LW, MW, SW,
Requires
VHF and T/V Channels 2-12
-

4-12V. Current 2MA. 2-25 db Amplification
Factor - I/P IMP 5080 OHMS.
Price £2.04

Postage and packing 20p

HE723. Six Numeral Digital Clock. 15 I/cs
and

One Power Transitor

Accurate

Extremely

P/C Board
All Components
Price £29.95.
and Case.
Postage and packing 60p

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE
OF V.A.T.
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CONFIDENCE IN COLOUR

THIS MONTH

In spite of the gloomy winter with restricted industrial
activity, production of colour television receivers is still

Teletopics

proceeding more or less as planned. There was a surge
of demand during 1973 but it seems likely that this will
level off during 1974. Sitting back in our armchairs we

198

TV Set Safety-The BEAB System, Part 1
by E. J. Hoare

200

tend to be not too concerned about the buzzing
activity behind the scenes at the setmakers. Once we

have a working receiver we perhaps become too

Workshop Hints-Using Substitute
Components
by Vivian Capel 207

engrossed in the programme material to think about

Phase in Colour Television

how it is we have a set at all.
Despite the current pessimism colour television is
here to stay and the subsequent servicing must some-

Books

211

Fault Finding Guide-BRC 960 Chassis, Part 1
by John Law

212

Assembling a Modular Colour Set, Part 1
by David Robinson

215

how follow. But what of new models? One of the
problems of a manufacturer is to remain viable and this
means he must always be looking ahead. Apart from
technical developments however new models are being
introduced because of the odd conditions at present:
once a model is introduced its price is fixed, but a new
model can have a new price ! Is this an answer to or
a cause of inflation? A difficult point to weigh up.
It

is easy enough to produce a "new" model by

simply making a few stylistic changes-it is likely that

by S. George

Long -Distance Television

208

by Roger Bunney 222

Low Mains TV Faults

by Steven Knowles

225

Log -Periodic Set -top Aerial

by Keith Pitt, B.Sc.

226

this approach will be adopted in many fields. One

Letters

advantage for the service engineer is that it minimises
the need for continual re-education. The demands for
skill, knowledge and experience remain vital however
if he is to maintain a worthwhile service to the public.
For colour servicing a total understanding of setting -up
procedures is more important than with monochrome
and to hope for, let alone achieve, perfect results with
minimum equipment and knowledge is being optimistic.
There are ways round many problems however. One
of our authors has shown how by using basic skills and
common sense a great deal can be achieved. David
Robinson described in the January issue (see "Forum")

Servicing Television Receivers-Decca
MS2000/MS2400 Series-continued
by L. Lawry -Johns 230

how one can satisfactorily set up a PAL decoder
using very limited equipment. In this issue he embarks

228

Your Problems Solved

233

Test Case 135

235

EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO PUBLISH
THE APRIL ISSUE ON THE USUAL DATE BUT
AS A RESULT OF THREE-DAY WORKING IN

THE PRINTING INDUSTRY THERE MAY BE
SOME DELAY

on the first part of the fascinating story of how he
carried out his own colour television receiver assembly

and alignment independently, using mainly modules
and components from surplus stock. Whilst we cannot
vouch for the current availability of all the parts used,

nor the consistent reliability of such modules as are
readily available, this report is being published in the
next few issues of TELEVISION because it gives a
valuable insight into the various problems involved
and tackles them with confidence. It is an education in

itself and well worth reading, if only to gain a better
understanding of colour techniques.
M. A. COLWELL-Editor

COVER PRICE
Like most other magazines and paper products

TELEVISION has become a victim of the

present world paper shortage which has

resulted in massive cost increases. For this

reason we have been compelled, as announced last month, to increase the cover
price of TELEVISION to 25p from the current

issue. We regret the necessity to take this
action.

o 1PC Magazines Limited 1974. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in "TELEVISION" is fully protected and reproduction
or imitation in whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by "TELEVISION" to ensure that the advice and data
given to readers are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are those current as we go to press.
All correspondence intended for the Editor should be add
d to Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD. Address correspondence
regarding advertisements to Advertisement Manager, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.
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A VISIT TO RRI

During a recent visit to Rank Radio International
we were shown prototype versions of their latest
12in. mains/battery monochrome portable. The
chassis is now in production at RRI's new Stoke,
Plymouth factory and the first model fitted with it,
the Murphy V1230 Traveller, has been released.
RRI, who have imported most of their previous
mains/battery portables, comment that production
of such sets in the UK is now fully competitive.
The sets can be operated from a 12V car battery

or internal batteries. RRI do not offer batteries
themselves but recommend the use of a pair of
Sonnenschein sealed lead -acid or Varta nickel cadmium batteries. The approximate life of these
on a full charge is four hours. A feature of the set
is that these batteries can be charged using mains
power, at full or maintenance rate according to their

state. The set cannot be used for viewing when
switched to full charge, which is indicated by a

lamp. The maintenance charge facility however can
be used whenever the set is being operated from
the mains supply. Connecting leads for car battery
operation are provided.
A varicap tuner unit is used, the tuning scales and

edge wheels-which provide four preset stationslying behind a flap on the front panel. There is a

square -loop aerial at the back and provision is also
Vision bandpass

made to use the normal domestic aerial installation.
The recommended retail price of the Murphy
Traveller is £69.95 including VAT.

The set is extremely compact and one of the

most remarkable features is the Plessey SL437F i.c.
used on the i.f. panel. This 24 -pin i.c. provides the
entire vision i.f. gain and incorporates in addition
the intercarrier sound channel. It is in fact a complete television i.f. system! Fig. 1 shows a block

diagram of it. The composite video output signal
obtained at pin 13 is applied to the sync separator
and video output stages and also a 6MHz filter (a
ceramic filter is used in the RRI chassis) which
returns the intercarrier signal to pins 19/20 of the
i.c. A d.c. volume control system controls the output obtained from the sound synchronous detector
at pin 15. A gated a.g.c. system is built in and the
i.c. also provides a delayed a.g.c. feed to the tuner
unit. An output to drive an a.f.c. discriminator is
available at pin 10, but this is not used in the RRI
portable chassis.

Two other i.c.s are used in the chassis. The field
output stage consists of a TBA641B whose output
is capacitively coupled to the field scan coils, while
the audio channel consists of a TAA611B.
The AU113 line output transistor is connected as
an emitter -follower and is operated, along with the
line driver stage, from a 26V boost rail. A stabilised
power supply is used, with the series regulator tranSynchronous demodulator
tuned circuit

tuned circuits

.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the SL437F i.c., which provides a complete TV i.f. system.
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sistor in the negative supply line. A TV11 silicon
e.h.t. rectifier provides I 1 kV for the c.r.t. final
anode, other rectifiers providing 360V and 100V
lines from windings on the line output transformer.
Other models on display during our visit to RRI
included the Bush CTV1526, the first model to incorporate the new RRI 110° chassis (type Z179)
which was described in some detail in our October
issue, and a new Murphy 20in. monochrome set,
Model V2021, which is fitted with the A774 hybrid
chassis (basically as used in the V2016 series, see
Servicing Television Receivers April/May

1973).

The recommended retail price of the 110° colour
receiver is £327.18 and of the new monochrome set
£77.50, including VAT in both cases.

Our visit to RRI included a tour of the department where equipment for testing TV chassis
during manufacture is designed and built. The test

rigs shown were those recently evolved for use with
the new 110° colour chassis. RRI design and produce their own specialised test equipment for testing
and setting up individual boards and complete subassemblies. Signals and supplies are applied using
the "bed of nails" technique. Individual test signals
are selected by push -buttons and the outputs visually
displayed, a sequential programme enabling setting up adjustments to be carried out. The simple pushbutton test signal selection, visual display and
sequential test programming enables relatively
unskilled operators to be used to carry out complex
alignment procedures.

Details have been released recently by the ITT
Central Application Laboratories at Esslingen,

Germany of circuits for use with the PI colour

tube. This new type of colour tube was described in
detail in our June 1973 issue. It is a development of

the shadowmask tube, using three precision guns
mounted in line and a precision wound toroidal
yoke which is permanently fixed to the tube neck.
With these techniques it is not necessary to apply
any dynamic convergence correction, thus considerably reducing costs and manufacturing and servicing
problems.

The PI tube is a thin -neck type (diameter approximately 29mm.) and ITT have adapted for use with

it the thyristor line output stage originally deve-

for use with

thin -neck

ITT's thyristor line output stage for use with

narrow -neck 110° shadowmask tubes was described
in some detail in our March 1972 issue. While it has

not been used so far by any UK setmakers it

110°

shadowmask

tubes. The deflection energy required by the 90° PI

tube is substantially less than that required by a

110° tube, easing the design problems considerably.
In addition a single transductor can be used for pincushion distortion correction instead of the separate
EW and NS pincushion distortion correction transductors used in the 110° design.
Since all the grids and anodes of the PI tube are
common only the cathodes are individually avail-

able. This makes the design of the video output

stages quite a complex problem, highlight and background adjustments, blanking and beam limiting all

having to be applied in this part of the circuit.
The 90° PI tube might be regarded as a retrograde step following the 110° shadowmask tube.
The PI tube requires no internal pole pieces for
convergence purposes however so that the gun is
shortened and the overall tube length reduced con-

is

nevertheless found in a number of 110° colour sets

imported from Europe, including those in the
Finlux, ASA and Grundig ranges.
TRANSMITTER NEWS

Both the BBC and IBA have brought into service
their !hamster Forest (NE Scotland) main u.h.f.

transmitters. The IBA channel (Grampian programmes) is 24, BBC -2 27 and BBC -1 31. A horizontally mounted group A receiving aerial should
be used. Maximum e.r.p. is 100kW.
The following relay stations are now in operation:

Abergavenny BBC -Wales channel 39, BBC -2 channel

45. Receiving aerial group B.
Abertillery BBC -Wales channel 22, BBC -2 channel
28. Receiving aerial group A.
Brecon BBC -Wales channel 58, BBC -2 channel 64.
Receiving aerial group C/D.
Carnmoney Hill (N. Ireland) IBA channel 43 carrying Ulster Television programmes. Receiving aerial
group B.
Ladder Hill BBC -2 channel 26, BBC -1 (North West
Region) channel 33. Receving aerial group A.
Mynydd Bach BBC -Wales channel 58, BBC -2 channel

64. Receiving aerial group C/D.
Plympton (Plymouth) BBC -1 channel 58, BBC -2

aerial group C/D.

CIRCUITS FOR THE PI TUBE

loped

siderably, making it comparable to a standard 110°
shadowmask tube rather than a 90° one.

these
polarised.
All

relay

transmissions

are

vertically

TV DEVELOPMENTS IN THE USSR

An exhibition of holographic devices has been held
for the first time in Moscow. Amongst the projects
shown was a holographic video recorder for use with
domestic TV sets. Instead of a magnetic head a laser
beam is used, with the signal recorded on film as a
three-dimensional image. Reproduction is not threedimensional, but as a result of recording the signal
in holographic form even a frame which is nine tenths damaged will provide a good picture. RCA

in the West have done a great deal of work on
holographic video recording (the attraction is the

cheap film storage medium) but this has not so far
resulted in an economically viable system. Soviet
scientists however are paying a great deal of attention to systems using lasers. Work on a new and
cheaper colour TV display system using a laser tube
instead of the conventional c.r.t. is in progress at
the Lebedev Institute in Moscow. Experimental
models are expected to be ready by the end of the
year. The new technique could be applied relatively
inexpensively to colour screens several yards wide
as well as to smaller domestic TV screens.
A satellite TV link between Havana (Cuba) and
Moscow has now been tested. Transmissions have
been sent both ways between the Intersputnik international space communications system in Havana
and a space communications station near Moscow
via a Soviet earth satellite. Excellent results have
been reported. Regular TV programme exchanges
are expected to start later this year.
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TV SET SAFETY

certificates of approval by the BEAB and markings
to this effect will be found on the back cover.

Legal Implications
These new arrangements have important implica-

tions for both setmakers and service engineers.

BS415 is a long and detailed document which has to

instructions about a very complex
subject. Trying to unravel all the do's and don'ts
give specific

and to be quite clear about all the requirements that
have to be met is a complicated matter. Some of the
requirements are unexpected and subtle. In fact
setmakers have to employ full time staff who are
solely engaged on identifying safety problems and
then finding solutions: also in making sure that

nothing happens during the production run of a
receiver to invalidate any of the safety measures
that have been so carefully designed in. We shall
see later just how difficult this can be.
Service engineers have a special responsibility too.

Supposing that a fault is diagnosed and a certain

changed, using a similar but not
identical type. Later on this component may in turn
fail, and in doing so may cause overheating which
starts a fire. The setmaker is not guilty of negligence
because he obtained BEAB approval on the basis of
the original component used. But the replacement
component substituted is different. If it invalidates
the set's BEAB approval the service engineer is in a
difficult position: it is likely that legal action could
be started against him on the grounds of negligence.
Service engineers would be well advised therefore to
get guidance on such points and make every effort

component

The BEABSystem
PART 1

E.J. HOARE

A NEW situation has developed in the UK regarding
the safety requirements of television receivers. This
has an important effect on the activities of service
engineers and to a lesser extent home constructors.
Greater emphasis is now being placed on the need
for safety and properly organised testing (the BEAB

to comply with the letter and spirit of the safety
regulations.

The home constructor

is

in a rather different

situation. If he uses his equipment himself then

- British Electrotechnical Approvals Board -

presumably no legal problems will arise if he has a

therefore that all engineers concerned with domestic

policy might receive a less sympathetic hearing. But
what happens if his equipment is passed on to someone else? Can the requirements of BS415 be used
as evidence against him if a legal problem arises?
Clarification of such legal issues will doubtless be
forthcoming before long.

to do so. BS415 is the British Standard Specification
relating to safety requirements for mains -operated

Technical Requirements
Having sounded a note of warning about the new
arrangements let us pass on to the more interesting
aspect of the matter: namely the technical requirements of BS415: 1972 and how these are complied

system) has come into operation. It

is essential

television become familiar with the new arrangements and understand their responsibilities.
The UK setmaking industry has for many years
adopted a responsible attitude to matters of safety
and has complied reasonably well with the requirements of BS415 although under no legal obligation

household sound and vision equipment. With the

sale of such vast numbers of television sets however
it was inevitable that a number of incidents caused

by fire or electric shock should occur. With the

advent of more complex equipment such as colour
receivers the risks naturally increased, though it is

fair to say that the incidents that have occurred
have involved only a minute proportion of the total
number of sets in use.

As a result of discussions between the Home

Office and representatives of industry it was agreed

to put safety requirements on a different footing.

BS415 was revised in order to achieve higher
standards of safety, and is now broadly similar to

a document (IEC65) issued by the International
Electrotechnical Commission. UK setmakers now
submit new models to the British Electrotechnical
Approvals Board to be tested for compliance with
the revised requirements of BS415: 1972. Models
passing these tests satisfactorily are issued with

burn-up - except that claims under an insurance

with in practice.

The Standard's requirements are intended to
ensure a high degree of personal protection against
the following hazards: electric shock; high temperatures; ionising radiation; implosion; fire and

mechanical instability. The requirements have to be

met both under normal operating conditions and
also under certain specified fault conditions.
Normal operating conditions are intended to
encompass all reasonable combinations of circumstances which might occur in practice in domestic
households. Fault conditions are listed in detail and

are based on the fact that any single component
may fail, that any insulating clearance or material
below a certain minimum standard may become
short-circuited,

that components or leads may
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1:

The galvanometer is calibrated in degrees of

temperature difference between the hot and cold junctions.
The cold junction is usually at room temperature.

become disconnected and so on.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the safety

requirements of BS415: 1972 is to look at the case

of a new design of television receiver. We will
consider each aspect of the Standard in turn, see
what is required, and then try to assess what
precautions have to be taken in order to achieve
compliance with each item.

between the hot and cold junctions. The virtues of
this technique are its accuracy and the fact that the
wires can be so thin that very little heat is conducted
away from the item being measured. The hot junction
can be soldered to metal parts, or secured to

insulating materials with a very small patch of
adhesive tape.

The temperature of the interior of transformer
usually measured by the change in
resistance of the copper wire when it is heated up
from room temperature to its normal operating
windings is

temperature. (It is assumed to have reached this state

after four hours.) The change in resistance is a
direct measure of the change of temperature that
has occurred.
Table 1 is a reproduction of Table 3 in BS415 and

you will see that it lists all the materials commonly

used in the construction of a television receiver.

In order to check compliance with the Standard it is
necessary

to measure all hot surfaces and then

various tests are to be carried out, so we begin with

compare the results against the figures quoted in the
table. The usual procedure is to identify all the hot
surfaces first, either by touch or on the basis of
experience, and then concentrate the testing on these.

ensure that under long term operating conditions no
insulating or structural materials suffer deterioration

Trouble Spots
The usual trouble spots are to be found amongst

Heating under Normal Conditions
The Standard specifies the order in which the

heating under normal operating conditions. The
purpose of this part of the test procedure is to

due to excessive temperature; also that no part of
the outside of the apparatus gets hot enough to
cause pain or injury if touched.
In order to test for compliance with the Standard
it is first necessary to establish what are "normal
operating conditions."
It is clearly not practicable to quote here all
requirements of BS415: indeed any attempt to do

so would raise the point that it would be much
better to buy a copy and study the subject in full

detail. What we propose to do then is to summarise

the main points, providing a guide to the general
nature of the requirements so as to illustrate the
sort of test procedures involved. For full informa-

tion there is no alternative but to get hold of a

copy of BS415: 1972 itself - it should be possible
to get one from any public library by prior request.
Normal operating conditions are listed in the
Standard as the worst combination of the following
main items: a mains supply of nominal voltage
± 10%; any setting of the external hand operated
controls; the apparatus earthed or not (where

relevant); and delivering ith of its maximum rated
output power.
Having established the worst operating conditions
- which will normally involve maximum contrast
and brightness together with 264V a.c. input (240V
+ 10%) - the next job is to measure temperatures.
This has to be a comprehensive operation because
there are so many surfaces to be measured. It is also
necessary to have the right kind of equipment. A
mercury in glass thermometer is no use at all because

it will record the air temperature with only a small
contribution from a hot surface with which it is in
only partial contact.
The only satisfactory equipment for most purposes
is a thermocouple meter as shown in Fig. 1. If two
wires of dissimilar material are joined together at
each end, and one junction is hotter than the other,

a very small current will flow which can be measured

on a galvanometer. The meter deflection can be
calibrated in terms of the temperature difference

the following : the inside of the cabinet or backplate

over heat producing sources such as line output
transformers and mains dropper resistors; areas of
copper clad printed panels near wirewound resistors,

heatsinks or valveholders; insulating materials on
wound iron -cored components; the windings of line
output transformers, chokes and other transformers;
and any material situated in a hot air stream. Sometimes the outside of the backplate also gets too hot

but in this case the inside will be overheated to an
even greater extent.
The cure for these troubles is nearly always pure

common sense. To be cured effectively heat problems
have to be foreseen at an early stage in the structural
design process. If for example you design the layout

of a vertical printed panel with the line output

transformer, mains droppers and sundry wirewound
resistors all in one closely packed cluster then heat
problems are inevitable.
A good design is one in which the sources of heat
are evenly distributed throughout the cabinet, with

no high temperature sources placed close to the
cabinet, backplate or other temperature sensitive

materials. This approach promotes a good cooling
airflow through the cabinet and dilutes any hot airstreams. Bear in mind that heat is transferred by
conduction, radiation and convection, and that all
three are usually significant. In the case of hot wire wound resistors and similar hot bodies it is sometimes

disconcerting to find that instead of spreading out
and cooling down as one might expect the stream of
Hot air stream

Fig. 2: The hot air stream
from say a wirewound
resistor does not usually

becomes narrow
Wirewoond

---- resistor

spread out but on the
contrary becomes narrow
and of high temperature.
Soldered
connection
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Table 1 : Permissible Temperature Rises.
Permissible temperature rise

Parts of the apparatus

Normal operating
conditions

Fault conditions

(Note 1)

(Note 2)

°c
External Parts
65
65
65
65

30
40
50
60

Metal parts, knobs, handles, etc.
Enclosures (Note 1)
Non-metallic parts, knobs, handles, etc. (Note 2)
Enclosures (Notes 1 and 2)

Inside of Enclosures, of wood or insulating material

60

90

(Note 3)

(Note 3)

55
70
70
85

75
100
135
150

Windings
Wires insulated with non -impregnated silk, cotton, etc.
Wires insulated with impregnated silk, cotton, etc.
Oleoresinous enamelled wires
Wires enamelled with polyvinylformaldehyde or polyurethane resins

As for the relevant windings

Core Laminations

Supply Cords and Wiring
Insulated with ordinary polyvinylchloride
not under mechanical stress
under mechanical stress

Other Insulations
Non -impregnated paper
Non -impregnated cardboard
Impregnated cotton, silk, paper and textile, urea resins
Laminates, bonded with phenolformaldehyde resins, phenolformaldehyde
mouldings with cellulose fillers
Phenolformaldehyde mouldings with mineral fillers
Laminates bonded with epoxy resins
Natural rubber

60
45

100
100

55
60
70

70
80
90

85
95
120

110
130
150
100

45

The values of the temperature rises are based upon a maximum ambient temperature of 35°C, but the measurements
are made under normal operating conditions.

Note 1: For areas having no dimension exceeding 50mm and which are not likely to be touched in normal use,
temperature rises up to 65°C are allowed under normal operating conditions.
Note 2: If these temperature rises are higher than those allowed by the class of the relevant insulating material, the
nature of the material is the governing factor.
Note 3: The permissible temperature rises for the inside of enclosures of insulating material are those indicated for the
relevant materials.

(Courtesy: British Standards Institution)

hot air tends to form a very thin column
of very hot air travelling straight upwards-see Fig.
2. The temperature of the backplate can be surprisingly high over a small area of a square inch or so.
convected

Heating at High Ambient Temperatures
Most of the tests in BS415 :1972 are carried out at

the equivalent of room temperatures in the range
18-29°C. The maximum ambient temperature at
which equipment is expected to operate safely is
35°C however, so a test has to be carried out at this
temperature. The receiver is subjected to normal

operating conditions as previously defined in an
enclosure heated to 35°C and is kept there for four
hours. After this the receiver is inspected to see if

any damage has occurred that affects

its safety

within the scope of the Standard. Obvious things to
look for are deterioration, distortion or creepage of
any insulating materials and impregnating compounds.
Whilst

at 35°C the cabinet and backplate are

subjected to pressure tests using a standard dummy
rigid test finger and a hook. These tests are designed
to ensure that no live parts become accessible and
that clearances between live parts and metalwork on
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Table 2: Minimum Clearances and Creepage Distances in Air.

Peak value of the voltage

Minimum clearance
(mm.)

Minimum creepage
distance in air
(mm.)

Up to and including 34V
Over 34V up to and including 354V
Over 354V up to and including 500V
Over 500V up to and including 630V

2

3.5

4.5

Over 630V up to and including 800V
Over 800V up to and including 1000V
Over 1000V up to and including 1100V

3.5

5

4

6

4.5

7

Over 1100V up to and including 1250V
Over 1250V up to and including 1400V
Over 1400V up to and including 1600V

4.5
5.5

8
9

7

10

Over 1600V up to and including 1800V
Over 1800V up to and including 2000V
Over 2000V up to and including 2200V

8
9

11

2
3

3
3

4

11.5
12

10

Over 2200V up to and including 2500V
Over 2500V up to and including 2800V
Over 2800V up to and including 3200V

11

Over 3200V up to and including 3600V
Over 3600V up to and including 4000V
Over 4000V

14

13
14

12
13

14.5

15.5
16.5
17.5

14.5
15.5

(Courtesy: British Standards Institution)
the

outside of the cabinet do not fall below certain
specified distances. These clearances are given in

is applied without force to see whether any live parts

Table 2, which is reproduced from BS415. (This table

has to be referred to in a number of other tests.)

become accessible.
These tests are applied to such places as ventilation

slots, recesses for screw heads, gaps between back plates and cabinets, joints between plastic mouldings,
scrim or cloth coverings over loudspeaker apertures,
external terminals and so on. No possible means of
access to metal parts or to the inside of the cabinet is
overlooked. Contact with live parts can be established

Electric Shock
Testing for electric shock possibilities is one of the

most important of the whole series of tests since it

concerns the safety of the average viewer against this

danger under normal conditions of use. The test

requirements are very detailed and complex, so the
following description is only a summary of the main
points. It should nevertheless serve to show the kind
of precautions that have to be complied with under
the BEAB scheme and that home constructors should
try to meet to the best of their ability. It is assumed
that a.c./d.c. technique is used without a double wound mains transformer.

by applying a voltage to the test finger or pin and
attaching a meter to the metal part in question. The
receiver is disconnected from the mains of course for
this test.

The term "live parts"

is

clearly defined in the

Standard. Aerial and earth terminals are regarded as

live if a current of more than 0.7mA a.c. peak or
2.0mA d.c. can be drawn through an impedance of
21(1-1 connected to any part and either pole of the

The first part of the test procedure consists of

applying standard dummy fingers and a test pin to
the whole of the outside of the receiver in order to
establish whether it is possible to touch a live part.
This test is applied both before and after the removal
of any parts that can be detached by hand.
First the jointed test finger shown in Fig. 3 is
applied with very light pressure in every possible
position. Then the test pin shown in Fig. 4 is applied
in a similar way to the two sides and the front of
the receiver. Finally the rigid test finger shown in
Fig. 5 is applied around any opening, with a force of
50N (1N=0.1 kilogram), whilst the jointed test finger

2R

Handle

I

Sections
A -A
B -B

Double pivots
I

835

I

Fig. 3: The jointed test finger - courtesy of the British
Standards Institution. Dimensions in mm.
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mains supply. For aerial terminals there

is the
additional requirement that the discharge of electrical
energy must not exceed 4.5 microcoulombs.

For other terminals and metal parts the same

50

200

current limits apply, but the series resistance is
increased to 50ki/. There are further requirements as

follows: For peak voltages between 34V and 450V
the capacitance connected must not exceed 0.1/AF;
for peak voltages between 450V and 15kV the discharge energy must not exceed 45 microcoulombs;

and for voltages over 15kV peak the

discharge

30

B

Handleif

6:

Fig.

Insulating
material

Test pin - courtesy of the British Standards
Institution.

energy must not exceed 350mJ. At frequencies above
1 kHz the limit of 0.7mA is multiplied by the
frequency in kHz with a maximum limit of 70mA.

of 100mm. These tests are intended to prevent the
danger of necklaces or screwdrivers etc. penetrating

Knobs and Cabinet Openings

is not always practicable to limit the size of
ventilation holes in the top of the cabinet or the

Knobs and the spindles to which they are attached
can present special hazards, so the tests on these are
stringent. If after removal of the screw(s) or clip

securing a knob to a spindle the knob can be pulled
off by hand this is first done. The spindle and the
surrounding opening is then tested in accordance
with the requirements of the previous section. If a

knob cannot be removed by hand, access to live

spindles or fixing screws etc. is checked by means of

a free hanging endless metal test chain of 2.0mm.
diameter.

Clearly the best way of complying with this aspect
of the safety requirements is to use potentiometers
with insulated plastic spindles. Metal spindles should

not normally be used. It is also important to make
sure that the holes in the cabinet are only just large
enough to take the spindles: otherwise there is a

danger of access along the spindle to the metal cover
of the potentiometer or the wiring behind it.
Customer controls get so much use by all manner of

unskilled people that it must be regarded as completely irresponsible to take any chances with this
aspect of receiver construction. Readers of TELEvIsIoN-please take care.
As we have seen ventilation slots are subjected to
standard finger tests (although without enough
pressure to cause a wedge action) but other tests are
also specified. First a metal test pin of 4.0mm.
diameter and 100mm. long is suspended freely from

one end through any slots large enough to take it to
see whether it can touch any live parts. Next the test
is repeated using a free hanging endless flexible metal
chain of 2.0mm. diameter suspended for a distance

MI

Li

25

Fig. 4: The rigid test pin-

courtesy of the British
Standards Institution.

21,

6

the cabinet and causing an electric shock to the
user.
It

backplate to less than 2.0mm. wide since the cooling
may then be inadequate. To overcome this problem
it is usually necessary to use slots a little narrower
than the standard test fingers and then fix a fine mesh
plastic netting or scrim over the inside of the slots.
Glueing normally secures the netting adequately but
must be carefully done. The plastic should be flame
retardant of course.
Holes provided in the cabinet for aerial leads,

extension leads and so on also present a hazard.

Safety is checked by applying the test pin shown in
Fig. 6 from all possible angles. A piece of bare wire
of 1.0mm. diameter and 100mm. long is also applied
to any female socket.
Openings provided for preset controls requiring
the use of a tool for adjustment are tested for access
to live parts by means of a test pin 100mm. long and
of 4-Omm. diameter as used before, applied with a
force of ION within 25mm. of the opening.
Another point to bear in mind is that backplates
and any other removable covers must be a good fit.
Also, repeated removal and replacement must not
invalidate the safety precautions as a result of warping or loosening of the fixing clips or screws. Make
a good job of securing these covers.

Internal Construction
There are many cases of accessible metalwork

which protrudes through the cabinet or backplate
but dots not touch any live parts of the set and so
will pass the tests applied so far : examples are
fixing screws for carrying handles, metal trim, stands,

cabinet securing bands and so on. Clearly if these
items rest too close to live parts such as soldered
connections, bare wires or metal components there
is a danger of the space between being bridged and
the metalwork concerned becoming live. A further
series of tests is essential therefore to establish the

long term safety of the equipment and to guard
3.5_i

against variations in the assembly methods used that
may introduce a hazard.
All accessible parts whether metal or not must be

BO

Sliding fit in handle

protected from live parts by any one of several

\\*.
(

specified techniques.
11213

Force

inclicato

Tip as shown in Fig.3
I 837J

Fig.

5: The rigid test finger-courtesy of the British
Standards Institution.

One method of achieving adequate protection is
to connect all accessible metalwork to the earth
conductor of a three -core mains lead. There must
also be an insulating barrier between the metalwork
and any live parts and this must comply with the

BS415 table of test voltages shown in Table 3. These
test voltages have to be applied to the receiver after
it

has been given a special moisture treatment
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Table 3: Test Voltages.
Insulation

A.C. test voltage

(1) Between poles of the circuit directly connected to the supply mains
(2) Between the mains poles and each accessible part
(3) Between the mains poles and each terminal
(4) Between live parts and each terminal
(5) Between accessible parts and live parts
(6) Between terminal devices with a voltage U > 34V and each accessible part
(7) Between the sound circuit together with its accessible parts and the field
energizing circuit of an independent loudspeaker
(8) Between the field energizing circuit of an independent loudspeaker together with
the sound circuit if the latter is subjected to a voltage U > 34V and each
accessible part
(9) Between any two wires or parts, the short-circuiting of which may cause shock

For all items in
the table use :

500V if 0 < 34V
or an r.m.s. voltage
numerically equal

to 2 0 +1500V,
with a minimum
of 2000V if
0 > 34V

hazard

Note 1: The voltage 0 is the higher value occurring across the insulation under normal or fault conditions, the apparatus
being connected to the rated supply voltage.
Note 2: Instead of an a.c. test voltage, a d.c. voltage with a value equal to the a.c. peak value may be used.

(Courtesy: British Standards Institution)

consisting of 48 hours in a chamber of 95% relative
humidity at 30°C.
The next method is to use the technique of double
insulation. As the term implies, two separate layers
of insulation are required : one can be of air, and
one must be at least 1.0mm. thick. The test requirements of these two layers are as follows : one layer
must pass the voltage test described in the previous
paragraph with reference to Table 3; the other layer
must withstand a dielectric test of 1 kV r.m.s. Also
the air creepage and clearance distances must comply
with Table 2.
Another approved technique is to use a single
barrier of insulating material at least 2.0mm. thick,
that passes the moisture and voltage tests already

described with the proviso that the minimum test
voltage is 4kV r.m.s.
The last choice of method for achieving adequate

insulation depends upon a properly controlled air
gap of at least 8mm. The air gap must be protected
against the deposition of dirt and dust, and must be
maintained by some rigid form of construction.
There are three further conditions: The area of any
accessible metal part that protrudes through to the
inside of the cabinet must be less than 500 square
mm., and the external part must be unlikely to be
gripped by hand, i.e. not a carrying handle. Furthermore any lead which may break away and reduce the
clearance below 8mm. must be restrained.
In case there is any confusion over the difference

be placed in between.

Front control panels also present problems. The
easiest way of insulating them from the cabinet is to
mount them on a moulded plastic grill which can also
carry the loudspeaker. Wires can break at their
soldered joints and swing out to touch the cabinet,

c.r.t. P band or other metalwork. Any that can do
this should be secured close to their point of con-

nection by clips or ties.
In general any live part or wire that can touch the
inside of the cabinet or any metalwork connected to
it requires safety precautions. Bear in mind the effect

of vibration in transport and the possibility of pre-

cautions being
operations.

nullified

by

routine

servicing

Mains leads are a special case of the problems we
have been discussing: they should comply with
BS6500 in lieu of the other insulation requirements.

Aerial Isolation
Aerial sockets are obviously a potential source of
danger (pardon the pun!). If a small lightning discharge or other cause of electrostatic charge breaks
down the insulation of the aerial isolator the aerial
itself will become live. Anyone plugging a wire into
the socket may get a mains shock. Even worse, an
aerial rigger on the roof may get electrocuted and
thrown to the ground. Clearly no chances can be
taken.

of status between accessible parts in general, and
metalwork in particular, a word of explanation may
be in order. A wooden cabinet is not regarded as a

Aerial isolators have to be able to withstand discharge tests. These consist of 50 discharges from a
1000pF capacitor charged to 10kV, at the rate of not

insulation. A metal chassis cannot therefore be
screwed to the cabinet: it has to be screwed to

capacitors which form part of the aerial isolator also
have to pass separate component approval tests which
involve endurance, humidity and high voltages.
Probably the most stringent part of the testing
involves the application of 4kV r.m.s. after 21 days
exposure to damp heat.

complete insulator but only as one barrier of a double
insulating plastic mouldings which are in turn

fastened to the cabinet. Fibre backplates constitute

only one barrier of a double insulation, so a clearance

has to be rigidly maintained between it and the

chassis, or another barrier of solid insulation has to

more than twelve per minute. The resistors and

CONCLUDED NEXT MONTH
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Worksho

the fourth is connected to an internal shield and
should if possible be soldered to an adjacent earth
point.

To cut stocking down further the following substitutions can be adopted. Use a BC109 whenever it is
necessary to replace a BC108. These two transistors
are identical except for their noise performance, the
BC109 having the lower noise factor and thus providing an overall improvement. Use an AF114 to
replace the AF115, AF116 and AF117. The recom-

mended substitutions are slightly dearer than the
transistors replaced but this is more than compensated for by the smaller stocks it is necessary to hold.

by VIVIAN CAPE'. Valve Substitutions
USING SUBSTITUTE COMPONENTS
BECAUSE of the difficulty in obtaining exact replace-

ments it is often necessary to use near equivalents.
It is also the case that a substitute sometimes has

certain advantages over the original component. Take
for example the lock -fit type of transistor which has
found favour with many setmakers. These have three

rigid self-locking strips as connectors for insertion
into printed -circuit boards with standard grid dimensions. They may well help the setmaker because of
the ease with which they can be fitted. For the service

engineer however they create problems. For one
thing they sit so close to the board that voltage
measurements are virtually impossible from the component side-this is especially frustrating when access
to the print side is difficult or the transistor connec-

tions on this side are hard to identify. Secondly
removal is awkward. When a suspect transistor of
this type is taken out for testing the short connecting

strips rapidly conduct heat from the iron to the

transistor: thus if the transistor isn't faulty to start
with it probably will be by the time it is freed.
When it is necessary to replace a transistor of this

type therefore my practice is to use an equivalent
type with conventional wire leads. This makes it
easier when servicing is again required and also cuts
down on the amount of stock it is necessary to hold.

Fitting is straightforward enough, the wires being
fed through the appropriate holes in the board and
soldered in the normal way.

Direct equivalents for commonly encountered lock fit transistors (the lock -fit type number is given first
in each case) are as follows: BC147=BC107;
BC148 = BC108; BC149= BC109. The only electrical
difference is that the power rating of the wire -ended
types is slightly higher than that of the lock -fit types
-up from 220mW to 300mW. Other lock -fit transistors having near equivalents that will work satisfactorily in most cases are as follows. The BC158 can be
replaced by a BC187 which has a higher power rating
and higher frequency limit. The gain too may be a
little higher though this will vary from one transistor
to the next. The BF194 has a near equivalent in the
BF184, the BF1Q5 in the BF185, the BF196 in the
BF167 and the BF197 in the BF173. In these latter
examples the power ratings of the near equivalents
are rather lower than those of the lock -fit types but
this should not be a problem if a transistor is being
operated well within its maximum voltage and current limits. Note that they have four lead -out wires:

With valves the use of substitutes often provides
considerable economic advantages. In many cases
where there is no direct equivalent a near equivalent
can be used with very little modification. A slightly
different heater voltage rating is of little consequence
in a series heater chain since the difference is spread
over the whole chain-and in any case is likely to be
less than the mains voltage variations. The 30PL14
field timebase valve can sometimes be replaced by the
less expensive PCL82 : the only modification required
is to change the pentode section cathode bias resistor
from 47011 (probably) to 330C2. As with transistors,

a policy of using near equivalent substitute valves
avoids tying up money in unnecessary stock.
When dealing with an old set where the cost of
the repair is a vital consideration a useful dodge is
to try swapping over valves of the same type. Where

the field and sound output valves are of the same
type for example and the field output valve doesn't

provide a full scan the sound output valve may do so
while the field output valve may be quite satisfactory
in the sound output stage. The idea is to use valves
which are below par in the least demanding stages.
Where the vision gain is low the sound and vision i.f.

valves can often be changed over, or the mixer
valve in the tuner swapped with one of the same
type used as a sync separator or clipper. This doesn't
always work of course, but it's worth a try.
To save time in the service department it is a good
idea to provide each engineer with a set of commonly
used valves. This overcomes the need to draw from
stock each time a replacement is tried-the most frequent operation in television servicing since a new
valve cures most simple troubles. The valves need
not be brand new-a change is often tried because of

a suspected intermittent fault in a valve-but must
of course be up to standard. To prevent one of the
test valves being left by mistake in a repaired set the
tops can be painted a bright colour to give immediate
identification.

Test Capacitors
Each engineer should also have a supply of substi-

tute capacitors to hook into circuit (often the only
certain way of proving a defective capacitor, especially with intermittent faults, is to carry out substitution). They need to be good quality types since

some capacitor lead -out wires break off flush with the
body of the component after a few flexings. A large -

value electrolytic capacitor to test h.t. smoothing is

solder its terminal tags to a pair of
flexible leads with crocodile clips at the other end.
essential:
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indicates its strength, i.e. the degree of saturation

Phase in

vi

(whether the colour is pale or vivid in other words).
Fig. 1 illustrates these points. Note first that as the
colour information transmitted supplements the
luminance information transmitted it must be able
to indicate either positive or negative values so that
in combination with the luminance signal we get a

APvAryAIAL

v

full range of red, green and blue primary -colour
signal values-i.e. for a red tone for example we
need to increase the output from the c.r.t.'s red gun
whilst pulling back the outputs from the blue and
green guns to negligible proportions. Thus as Fig.
1(a) shows the possible 360° phase variation of the
subcarrier is used to indicate a negative blue colour difference signal at the reference 0° point (in practice this is the complementary to blue, yellow),

a positive red colour colour -difference signal at 90°,
a positive blue colour -difference signal at 180° and
a negative red colour -difference signal (in practice

cyan) at 270°. These are shown superimposed on
the standard chromaticity diagram. Now suppose the

Colour TV
S. GEORGE

colour seen by the camera at a particular point is
represented by an R

-Y signal sinewave of 0.2 ampli-

tude and a B -Y sinewave of 04 amplitude in quadrature as shown in Fig. 1(b). The resultant obtained
by adding them is a sinewave of 0.45 amplitude 64°

behind the R-Y sinewave and 26° in advance of
the B-Y sinewave. The equivalent phasor diagram
is shown in Fig. 1(c).

PROBABLY the most widely used and important term

in colour TV engineering is phase. A nutshell definition is that phase defines the time difference

between two usually similar or related signal waveforms. The addition of two identical waveforms with
a phase difference of 180° (i.e. in anti -phase) results

in zero output since one will be at its maximum
positive peak amplitude while the other is at its

maximum negative peak amplitude. Subtracting two
identical waveforms spaced 180° apart however
results in an output waveform which is double the
amplitude of the individual waveforms. The addition
of two identical in -phase signal waveforms results
in an output twice the amplitude of each constituent
waveform while their subtraction of course leaves

zero output. This

is

the principle on which the

action of the chrominance delay line and its associ-

ated add and subtract matrix networks in a PAL
decoder is based.

Demodulation
The chrominance synchronous demodulators in the
receiver decoder are in effect switched on once each

subcarrier cycle by the 4.43MHz reference signal

generated in the decoder. Each time they are switched

on they sample the amplitude and polarity of the
chrominance signal at that instant. They operate in
quadrature, i.e. the B-Y synchronous demodulator
is switched on 90° after the R -Y demodulator, and

the reference signal used for this purpose is synchronised to the subcarrier at the transmitter by the
burst signal transmitted for that purpose during the
sync pulse back porch (more about that later). In
the case of the resultant shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) it
can be seen

that when the R-Y demodulator

switches on at the R-Y axis (90°) it will measure
+02 while when the B-Y demodulator switches on
at 180° it will measure +04. The original signal
values and polarities are thus recovered.

Colour Transmission
The chrominance information transmitted consists of the sidebands of a 4.43MHz subcarrier (its
frequency at i.f. therefore is 35-07MHz). This sub -

carrier is modulated by both the B -Y and R-Y

colour -difference signals-in quadrature, i.e. there is
a 90° phase difference between the B-Y and R-Y
signals applied to the subcarrier, enabling them to be
separated in the receiver. (The third colour difference signal required, G-Y, is not transmitted
since it can be recreated in the receiver simply by

adding set proportions of B -Y and R -Y.) The
individual B-Y and R-Y signal components vary
in amplitude and polarity, but when they are
simultaneously impressed on the subcarrier the result

is a signal that varies in amplitude and phase, the

phase of the resultant signal indicating the particular
colour (hue) being transmitted while the amplitude

Phase Shifts
This technique of modulating the chrominance

subcarrier phase in order to represent different

colours is a neat part of the way in which the colour
information is contained within the same channel
bandwidth as a monochrome transmission. It has
the disadvantage however that phase shifts, which
can and do occur in the complex signal path between
the camera or videotape recorder and the receiver,
will result in incorrect colours being reproduced unless steps are taken to overcome this effect. Correction is not built into the NTSC system, which is thus
subject to this trouble. To see what can happen,
suppose that in our example there is a phase shift of

20° as shown in Fig. 1(d). Now when the R -Y
demodulator switches on it will oroduce a signal
reduced to 005 whilst when the B-Y demodulator
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Resultant )subcarrier)

(R -V)

90'

0:4
0.3

0.2

-(13-Y) 0

180'18-Y)

Standard

chromaticity
diagram

02

005

0:3
0.4

Phase -shifted
(d)

O'51* 90*

---.-

1

842

1

signal

Sinewaves in

(a)

quadrature)

(b)

Fig. 1: How the phase of the chroma subcarrier is used to indicate the colour being transmitted. (a) Colour -difference
signal phase angles superimposed on the standard chromaticity diagram. (b) Two amplitude -modulated colour -difference
signal subcarriers in quadrature add to give a resultant which varies in phase and amplitude. Note that the resultant sine wave passes through the peaks of the constituent sinewaves: thus if the resultant is sampled at the appropriate instants
the peak values of the two original sinewaves will be recovered. (c) Vector representation of the sinewaves shown in (b).
(d) Effect of a spurious phase shift: unless steps are taken to overcome this the amplitude of one demodulated colour difference signal will increase while that of the other one will decrease, causing a noticeable change of colour.

switches on it will produce a signal increased to almost

0-45. The effect of a phase shift therefore is that as
one colour -difference signal output at the receiver
increases the other one decreases: this obviously
results in a significant colour change.

PAL System
The problem is overcome almost entirely in the

PAL system by reversing the phase of the R -Y

component of the chrominance signal on every other
line. We say "almost entirely" because the technique

does not actually cancel out the phase error. What
it does is to alter the effect of a phase shift to a proportional reduction of the B-Y and R -Y outputs
obtained after signal processing by the chrominance
delay line and its associated matrix circuits in the
receiver and subsequent demodulation. This slight
reduction in saturation is barely noticeable and
obviously far less objectionable than the colour
change that occurs in the NTSC system.
The basic elements required for delay line PAL
decoding are a line period delay line, an add network, and a subtract network (which in practice
consists of signal inversion plus addition, giving the
effect of subtraction). Fig. 2 shows these elements.
First one slight complication here: the line period
Direct signal feeds

Add:

U+V

Delayed

63:943psec

delay line

-U+V

signal
feeds

Output to
U det.

Subtract.
1843 1

11"VV

of the 625 -line

system contains 283.75

cycles of the 4.43MHz subcarrier. The odd quarter
cycle would make it impossible to carry out the

required add and subtract operations. For this
reason the delay time of the chrominance delay line
is reduced to 63.943ysec which is equivalent to
283.5 cycles of the subcarrier. The odd half cycle

is in turn equivalent to a 180° phase shift of the

signal obtained at the output of the delay line.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 fulfills two
operations. It separates the R-Y and B -Y signals,
and as already stated changes the effect of a phase

shift in the received signal to a slight reduction in

saturation after demodulation. We will look at signal

separation first. Note that to simplify the diagram
we are using U and V rather than B-Y and R -Y.
U and V are in practice the correct symbols to use
for the signals at this stage, indicating as they do
that the signals are weighted ones (the amplitudes of
the

colour -difference

signals

are

reduced,

or

"weighted", at the transmitter by set proportions
before modulation

to

avoid the

risk of over

modulating the subcarrier : the gains of the colour -

difference channels in the receiver are adjusted to
compensate for this).

Signal Separation
Suppose that the signal being received is part of a

261 =
Output to
V det.

Chrominance signal

(64ysec)

2U

*-U+V inverted

Fig. 2: How the chrominance delay line and its associated
add and subtract networks in a PAL decoder separate the
two transmitted co/our-difference signals prior to demodulation.

line without V signal inversion. This is shown as
U+V. The signal at the same point along the previous line would be U-V therefore. but because
of the 180° phase shift that occurs in the delay line
the output from this is -U+V. Thus the add network receives a direct signal feed of U+V and a
delayed signal feed of -U+V, giving an output of
2V, while the subtract network produces from the
two inputs 2U. This neatly separates the two colour difference signals prior to demodulation and makes
the design of the demodulators much less critical. It
is

clearly important that the delayed and direct

signal feeds to the add and subtract matrix networks
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with 15' phase error
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Add
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C
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(U

VI+ I-U+v)

Received signal with

IV phase shift

C

(a) U+ v

Input U.I1

Delay line

-U+ V
R

C

U

C

C - correct signal
R - received signal

Demodulated U,

with reduced amplitude

-v

Id) U -V
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=
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1U+V)-1-U+
V)* IU-V)

r

2U to demodulator,

with IV phase error

lel, la)* lc!)

Fig. 3: How the chrominance delay line together with the add and subtract matrixes carry out signal averaging. As a result

of the inversion of the V component of the composite chrominance signal on alternate lines the effect of a spurious
phase shift becomes a proportional reduction of the amplitude of both the transmitted colour -difference signals after
demodulation. The phase error remains but instead of a change in the colour displayed by the receiver the effect of a
spurious phase change is converted into a slight loss of saturation which is not noticeable.

are of identical phase and amplitude-otherwise

some U signal will appear in the V output and vice
versa, causing mild Hanover bars. Note also that as
a result of the R-Y signal phase inversion on alter-

nate lines at the transmitter the output from the
add network will be +2V on one line and -2V
on the next.

Signal Averaging
Fig. 3 shows the effect with this arrangement of
a phase error in the received signal. As the input

phasors (a) show this, in our example, increases the
amplitude of the received U signal and reduces the
amplitude of the V signal component. If we add (a)

to the appropriate phasors (b) obtained from the
delay line we get from the add network the output
shown at (c). The phase error is still present, but
after demodulation the result is a slight decrease
from the correct value in the V signal output ob-

tained. Subtraction consists as we have seen in inversion plus addition. Thus waveform (b) is inverted to
give (d) and after addition to (a) the output obtained

is as shown at (e). Once again the phase error is
still present, but demodulation merely produces a

slightly reduced U signal output. The overall effect
of this processing then is that instead of a change in
the actual colour there is simply reduced saturation.
Let us briefly look at the signal separation process
in terms of the type of circuit commonly found. Say
in Fig. 4 that the input at the base of the transistor
is U+ V. This appears at its emitter by emitter follower action and is fed to the centre tap of trans-

(U-V)=(U+V)+(-U+V), giving the 2V output.

Note that the extra 180° signal inversion intro-

duced between the base and collector of the transistor

results in 2V being obtained from the subtract network and 2U from the add network.

Causes of Phase Shifts
Why should phase errors arise? Videotape recorders, transmission lines, bandpass tuned circuits
with unsymmetrical susceptance slopes, and ampli-

fiers of all types in which the reactive component of
their input impedance varies with signal level are all
offenders.

Bandpass tuned circuits are purely re-

sistive at their resonant frequency for example, but
have reactive components at lower and higher fre-

quencies. This means that the phase of a signal's
sidebands will shift with respect to the centre frequency. If the susceptance slope of the bandpass
circuit is non -symmetrical, the upper and lower side band placement will be unequal, introducing a phase

shift which varies with modulation depth, i.e. side -

band amplitude.
Transistor amplifying stages of all types can cause
phase distortion since due to the non -linearity of the
base -emitter junction-especially at low signal levels

-the input impedance varies with changes in signal
amplitude. Also, the input capacitance and resis(U+V)-(U-V)

2V

Subtract

former T1. Now the previous line was U-V of

course. This would become -U+V at the collector
of the transistor and U-V again at the delay line
output following a further 180° phase shift. The

two signals U+ V and U-V add across winding
1-2, giving an output of 2U. The output obtained
across winding 1-3 is subtractive, i.e. (U+V)-

1U+V)+IU -V1 -2U

18451

Fig. 4: Typical practical chroma delay line circuit.
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tance tend to vary with changes in collector current.

40

The output impedance of the preceding stage and

Anti -phase burst signals
switch on DI and D2

the effect of the coupling capacitor also has an effect.

There are thus many factors than can produce

phase shifts. Careful design and the use of negative
feedback however can reduce phase distortion to a

very small figure. The simplest form of negative

feedback is that produced by omitting the decoupling

Out put

Final burst
amplifier

capacitor from a transistor's emitter resistor: this
technique is widely used in receiver circuits.

Reference Oscillator Synchronisation
It is sometimes wondered why the burst signal
transmitted has its average phase along the -B-Y
axis. (It swings ±45° with respect to this axis on
alternate lines, but because of the time constants
concerned in the reference oscillator phase control
loop this circuit responds to the average phase of the
burst signal.) The reason is that the type of a.p.c.
discriminator used locks the reference oscillator in
quadrature with the received burst signal. Take for
example the circuit shown in Fig. 5. The two discriminator diodes D1 and D2 are fed with antiphase
burst signals from the final burst amplifier output
transformer and conduct once each cycle, when the
burst input to the upper diode D1 is at its maximum
positive peak and the burst input to the lower diode
D2 is at its maximum negative peak. Zero output
from the circuit, i.e. reference oscillator locked, is
obtained when the reference signal fed back from

the oscillator is passing through zero when the diodes
conduct, i.e. this signal is then in quadrature with
the burst signal. If the reference signal leads or lags
the bursts, the output moves negatively or positively
respectively, producing the control action. Thus with

an average burst signal along the -B-Y axis the

reference oscillator locks along the R-Y axis and its

output can be used directly to switch the R-Y
synchronous demodulator. As we have seen, the
B-Y synchronous demodulator must switch on 90°

BOOK REVIEWS

Reference signal passes

through zero when oscillator
is correctly synchronised,
resulting in zero output

Fig.

Reference signal

from oscillator

5: The type of burst demodulator used locks the

reference oscillator in quadrature with the transmitted
bursts as shown here.

later, so a 90° phase shift network is incorporated
in the reference signal feed to this demodulator.

PAL Switch
The output obtained from one matrix circuit
associated with the chrominance delay line is, as we

have seen, 2V on one line and -2V on the next. It
is necessary therefore in the decoder to reverse the
phase of the V signal on alternate lines before it is
fed into the R-Y channel. This is done by inverting
on alternate lines either the chrominance signal or

the reference signal applied to the R-Y synchronous

demodulator. The various circuits used for this
purpose have been described in detail in these pages
before, e.g. in the June and July issues 1972. They
must be synchronised to the R-Y signal phase alter-

nations at the transmitter, and for this purpose an
ident-line identification-signal is produced from
the ±45° burst signal swings on alternate lines.

head -to -tape speed. These are unfortunately only a few of
the deficiencies which make us unable to recommend this
book.

J.I.S.

INTRODUCTION TO VIDEO RECORDING
By W. Oliver. Published by W. Foulsham Et Co. Ltd.
109 pages, 8-ix5; in. Price £1.50.

TELEVISION ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK,
6th Edition
Edited by P. J. McGoldrick, C.Eng., M.I.E.E.,

There is a great need at present for an easy -to -read semi technical book on video recording systems, both tape and
disc, to enable the many potential users of such equipment

M.S.M.P.T.E. Published by Newnes-Butterworths,

88 Kingsway, London WC2B 6AB. 372 pages,

to understand the problems of video recording and the

A new edition of this popular pocket manual which started
life back in 1954 has long been overdue. P. J. McGoldrick,
Senior Lecturer in the Department of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering at Plymouth Polytechnic, has now

limitations of each system that has been put forward.
I'm afraid that book is still awaited. Mr. Oliver's opus

is packed with publicity photographs which have been
seen many times and say very little when they are not

supported by the text. We even get the absurdity of
photographs of the same equipment in the same situation
being reproduced on opposite pages.
The flyleaf of the book says "it tells in simple terms how

video recorders and players work". It never does quite
get round to doing that and even the little glimpses into
operation it does give seem to be incorrect-for example,
diagrams of circuits which cannot work or which blandly
inform you "A transistor stage", a diagram illustrating
scanning with the flyback slower than the scan, and a
complete misunderstanding of head angle, tape wrap and

71)(5 in., price £2.50.

stepped into the breach and done a thorough job of
revision, correction and up -dating. Transistorised circuits
and i.c.s are now fully taken into account, with examples
from such recent chassis as the B RC 8000. And there is,

as you would expect, an extensive chapter on colour
television, covering both the basic principles and practical
circuits in use. The Trinitron tube is also described in this
chapter.

The emphasis throughout is on installing and servicing
domestic television equipment and its contents cover very
much those subjects of interest to readers of this magazine.
T.J.
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T5 from which a tapping at 205V feeds the BY100/
BY105 silicon diode h.t. rectifier via a 1211 surge

limiter resistor (R136). The d.c. output feeds the
reservoir capacitor C112 and the smoothing choke
L40. Following this a second fusible resistor R138
leads to the smoothing capacitor C113 and the
receiver circuits.

FAULT

mom
GUIDE

The heater chain is fed from another tap on T5.
A thermistor (X3, type VA1070) is inserted in the
chain between the PCL85 field timebase valve (V8)
and the PL500 line output valve (V11) to stabilise the
heater current. This component is mounted inside the
line output stage screening cage, alongside the PL500.

960 Series Power Supply Circuits
Fig. 2 shows one version of the power supply circuitry used in the 960 chassis. To help reduce the
volume and weight of the set to portable proportions
the autotransformer and smoothing choke are

removed. To reduce the heat level in the confined
space of the portable cabinet a completely different
and unique heater supply circuit is used. The heater
chain is divided into two. V11, VI0, V8, V4, the
tuner valves, the c.r.t. and V401 heater are connected

across the mains supply in series with a 4.33µF

THORN

960 CHASSIS
THE Thorn 960 chassis was developed some eight
years ago from the basic Thorn dual -standard
chassis (950) of the time for use in a number of dual standard portable sets fitted with 16in. c.r.t.s. These

sets weigh under 301b. and are of compact dimensions. They make excellent second sets, the 16in. c.r.t.

being a convenient compromise between the larger
standard 23in. table sets and newer mains -battery
portables with tubes as small as 9in. Sets fitted with
the chassis include the Ferguson Models 3638 and

3643, HMV Models 2633 and 2638 and Ultra Models
6640 and 6646. All have similar cabinets. The power

supply circuitry used differs from that of the basic
950 chassis and in this article we will look at these
changes and the faults found in this area and in the
line timebase.

Basic 950 Power Supply Circuit
The basic power supply circuit used in the 950

chassis is shown in Fig. 1. The mains is fed through
fusible resistor R147 contacts to a solenoid (there
is an extra solenoid in plus-f.m. radio versions) which

operates the system switch. The solenoid operates
only momentarily, throwing the multicontact switch
strip into the 405- or 625 -line position as selected by

the channel change knob. Note that if an overload
should result in the fusible resistor spring opening

there will be no mains supply to the rest of the

receiver. Thus the symptoms of no life, not even a
heater glowing, and the mains fuse Fl intact should
draw attention to R147: the soldered joint has probably melted and the contacts parted.
From Fl the mains passes to the autotransformer

capacitor (C121). This capacitor takes the place of a
resistor dropper and avoids the heat which a resistor
would produce. As in the basic 950 chassis the h.t.
supply is obtained from a BY100/BY105 rectifier
(W10) with a 100/AF reservoir capacitor (C112). The
smoothing choke L40 is replaced by two resistors
(R138 and R151) connected in series. Additional
part
smoothing is
of the heater chain, V5, V6, V3 and V7 heaters, in
parallel with R152 and R153 between the neutral side
of the mains supply and chassis. The receiver's h.t.
current is some 350mA: R153 is adjustable to absorb
the excess 50mA. To check or adjust R153, remove
the lead from the junction of V3 and V7 heaters (tag
24A) and connect a meter in series at this point : set

the controls for a normal picture with correct test
card dimensions and adjust the slider of R153 for a

reading of exactly 300mA on the meter.
It will be seen then that whereas in the basic 950
chassis all the heaters are a.c. fed in this circuit seven

valves and the c.r.t. heater are fed with a.c. while
the other four valves are fed with d.c. An important
fact to remember is that if one or more of the four
valves in the negative smoothing circuit is removed
while the set is operating the entire h.t. current,

some 350mA, will flow through R152 and R153,
seriously over -running them. Also, an h.t. shortcircuit in the set will result in excessive heater current
through these valves. If you find that one of them has
an open -circuit heater therefore, check the receiver

for an h.t. short-circuit before replacing the valve.
The receiver can be operated for test purposes if

necessary without these valves by connecting a 14011
12W resistor between chassis and the negative con-

nection to C112. A raster will appear on the screen
but there will be no sound or vision. Intermittent h.t.
faults can often be traced under these conditions.
Fig. 3 shows a second power supply circuit used
in the portable models. This uses the more commonly

found combination of two separate silicon diodes,
one feeding the h.t. circuitry and the other the heater

chain. As before, the h.t. rectifier is W10, with

reservoir capacitor C112. The smoothing choke L40
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Fig. 1: The power supply circuit used in the basic 950 chassis.
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Fig. 3: Power supply circuit used in later versions of the 960 chassis.

is restored, as in the standard 950 chassis, but without
the fusible resistor R138. R149 which was a 4701(i2
resistor across the dropper capacitor in the previous

circuit is a 100Q, surge limiter feeding the heater

rectifier W12 in this circuit. The twelve heaters are
connected in series to chassis, without a stabilising
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thermistor. Note that whereas the output from h.t.
rectifier W10 is positive that from the heater rectifier
W12 is negative. The surge limiting resistors for the

two rectifiers, R149 and R150, are wound on a

substantial ceramic former mounted at the top centre
of the chassis along with the fusible resistor R147.
The use of a silicon diode to supply valve heater
current is common practice in order to reduce heat
and power consumption. Since the diode conducts
on alternate half cycles it effectively lowers the
voltage available for the heater chain, there being no
reservoir capacitor to fill in the troughs. Thus a much
lower value dropper resistor can be used : in Fig. 3
the 10012 resistor R149 combines the functions of
dropper and surge limiter. Since the resultant heater
supply is pulsed d.c. a true voltage reading cannot be

obtained using a moving -coil meter. The voltage
across the 6V c.r.t. heater in Fig. 3 will show as 4V
on an Avo Model 8. The reading obtained at the

negative end (anode) of W12 should be -90V though
addition of the individual heater voltages comes to
139-2V.

11160

11142
C44

C94

8122

R142

111114.10111

Insert ng a diode in series with the heaters

effectively lowers the voltage across them. If the
diode goes short-circuit however-and this does
happen-the full a.c. voltage will be present across
the heater chain, resulting in a heavy current flow

which will damage the valves. This condition would

not necessarily be evident to the viewer. In many

chassis using this technique therefore steps are taken
to give visual warning of this fault. The device used
in this chassis is to connect C107 between the heater
and cathode of the second vision i.f. amplifier V4A
(30FL14 pentode section). This gives heavy shading
on the raster when W12 is short-circuit.
Connecting a meter across the mains plug of the
standard 950 chassis will result in a low -resistance

reading because of the autotransformer. Checking
across the plug in a set fitted with the circuit shown
in Fig. 3 however should give a low reading in one
direction and a high reading in the other depending
on the meter and rectifier polarities: typical figures
are 1.2kn and 20kn.
CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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Assembling a modular

colour
DA

ROBINSON

setPARTVID1

THE decision to build a colour receiver is not one to
be taken without careful thought. If you are thinking
of building a set just to save money then think again.
It can be cheaper, but this depends on what surplus
parts you can obtain and assumes that the time taken
over construction is free. My set took nearly a year
to complete and I am still tempted to make modifica-

tions from time to time. It is my opinion that the
only acceptable reasons for building a colour set are

that the project is fascinating and challenging and
that it is the best way to learn a great deal about
colour television, both theory and practice.

Early Decisions
The first decision I took was to use a new 26in.
tube. The reason for this was to ensure that the

longest tube life was obtained and so that the limiting
factor on picture quality would be the circuitry used
and the accuracy of the setting up. The next decision

that was required concerned the cabinet. It is not

easy to build a colour set on a chassis which is then
inserted in a cabinet. It is much easier and leads to a

more compact receiver if the set

is

built into its

One advantage of a larger size tube of course is a
roomier cabinet.
The cabinet was simply built using five pieces of

lin. plywood with strips of I x lin. timber in the
corners-see Fig. 1. This gives adequate strength
with minimum obstruction inside. The tube was

fastened to the front with push -through presentation
in the usual way.

cabinet. A 26in. colour set is a bulky piece of equipment at the best of times, so the more compact it can

Cabinet Finish

attractive for domestic use.

problems occur at the front where we need to fit the

Some thought was given to decorating the cabinet

be made the more likely it is to be acceptable and

in an original, easy and attractive way. The main

I decided to use the conventional front layout:

cabinet neatly around the tube and also provide a
neat speaker grill and control panel. The methods
adopted are as follows.

tube on the left, speaker at the top right and control
panel at the bottom right. The height of the cabinet
is thus fixed by the tube and its magnetic shield and

the width by the same plus an additional amount
for the speaker. The depth is a compromise. Too

deep a cabinet looks rather ugly, especially on a set
of this size. It also results in poor ventilation because
there is no "chimney" effect in the air flow at the
back. Access to the works is also made more difficult.

The top and sides of the cabinet are veneered, with
the veneers folded over on to the front over a width
of about one inch. A similar lin. wide strip of veneer
is applied to the bottom edge of the front. A piece of

Too slim a cabinet on the other hand means a

ridiculous amount of set projecting at the rear. This
looks bad and makes it more difficult to support the
various units and produce a satisfactory back cover.
Another point is that if the set is supported on legs
the stability is poor and the set might-heaven forbid

-fall forwards.

I finally decided on a depth of 12in. This encloses
the tube bulb entirely (the push -through presentation
helps here) but leaves the scan coils projecting at the
back-with careful layout this is all that need project.

Fig. 1: Cabinet corner joint. (1) 1 x 1 in. timber glued and

screwed into corner. (2) Veneers fitted with top overlapping side pieces to give a neater joint. (3) Main cabinet
consists of iin. plywood. (4) Bolt and locknut for chassis,
transformer, etc., fitted before veneering.
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Fig. 2: Block diagrarr

hardboard is then cut so that it is about in. smaller
all round than the front of the cabinet. Apertures
are cut in the hardboard for the tube, the speaker
grill and the control panel. The hardboard is then
covered

with

good

quality black

board only, giving a padded effect. The black speaker

grill cloth is glued over the aperture in the hardThe control panel

is

bolts into the cabinet is removed since the heads can
be accommodated by making holes in the hardboard
before fixing the leatherette.

fabric -backed

leatherette as used for upholstering chairs etc. The
leatherette is glued on the reverse side of the hardboard, at the rear.

contrast. The need to countersink the tube fixing

made from matt black

Formica with white Letraset for the control identification. This is varnished to protect the letters and is
attached to the front of the cabinet. The hardboard leatherette assembly is then also glued on to the front.
This approach gives a cabinet a more interesting
appearance than if it is veneered all over and eases

the problem of making a neat control panel. The

black leatherette around the screen provides a good
"frame" for the picture and improves the apparent

Using Surplus Units
To keep costs to a reasonable figure a number of
surplus components-particularly scan coils, line output transformer, convergence board components and

anything else which is available-can be used. An
early decision needs to be taken as to whether this
policy should be extended to using surplus panels,
e.g. an i.f strip. Such panels may well be faulty of
course, but the fault generally is a straightforward
one-a crack in the board or a faulty transistor for
example. The problem is how to test a board before
you have a complete receiver. If a 625 -line monochrome set which is not in regular use is available it

can, with a little ingenuity and provided suitable
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of the complete receiver.

power supplies for the hoards are available, be used
to try out many circuits such as the i.f. strip, field
timebase, video output stages and line drive circuit.
The i.f. strip used in my set is a surplus Bush
panel. The field timebase, sync separator and line

sidering these days, the widely used varicap tuner.
Using this with push-button station selection and

maker. Both these panels needed repair, but this was
straightforward and I found that the use of these

home -built electronic equipment. A TV set for
domestic use must be absolutely foolproof!

drive circuits are on another panel from the same

saved a good deal of time. They have both been

trouble -free so far. Some ingenuity is often necessary

when using surplus panels in order to match the
inputs and outputs of the various units to each other.
Some examples of this are given later. Fig. 2 shows

the complete receiver in block diagram form and
identifies the panel arrangement.

Tuner Unit
Let us begin at the beginning, with the tuner unit.

There is really only one type of tuner worth con-

a.f.c. we have at long last a tuning system that

requires absolutely no skill to operate. Ease of

operation by non -technical people (and they are the
majority!) is a factor all too often overlooked in

AFC
A.F.C. is vital, but many surplus i.f. strips do not
have this facility. It can be easily added as Fig. 3

shows. The circuit consists of a limiting amplifier
plus discriminator working at i.f. and thus radiates
some i.f. harmonics. So don't mount it on the same
board as the tuner, otherwise these harmonics will
get into the aerial input and cause patterning. Mount
it close to the i.f. amplifier stage to which it is
connected.
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The IF Strip

+20V

The i.f. strip I first used was a surplus Pye monochrome one of straightforward design with a single
detector output. Despite careful alignment this never
proved entirely satisfactory for colour because a
strong, noise -free chrominance signal could only be

+20V
106

IF to 2nd IF

obtained at the expense of objectionable sound-

BF196

chroma beat patterning. A genuine colour i.f. strip
was obviously required. The fault on the surplus
RBM colour i.f. strip which I then obtained was
easily visible : the audio output transistors had
shorted and cooked a few resistors around them.
My set already had an audio amplifier however so
the offending section was simply cut off! The rest of
the board worked perfectly. The circuit is unusual in
that a separate chrominance i.f. amplifier is used, its
bandpass response being shaped to give minimum
distortion of the chroma signal while its gain is
controlled by an a.c.c. potential from the decoder.

Chroma

stage and
detector

IF amplifier

20

+ve going ACC input
(a)

A chroma bandpass amplifier using two transistors is
also included.

Automatic Chrominance Control
The first problem was to adapt the a.c.c. input to

suit my decoder. This mainly follows the basic
Mullard design as used in the Television Colour

Receiver and gives a negative -going a.c.c. output
while on the Bush i.f. panel the a.c.c. input must be
positive -going. The original a.c.c. circuit is shown in
Fig. 4(a), with forward a.c.c. applied to the BF196
chroma i.f. transistor. The circuit was modified as
shown in Fig. 4(b) and works nicely with the Mullard
type decoder. With no signal the BC148 is bottomed.
As the signal strength rises (increasingly negative going a.c.c. input) the BC148 conducts less and its
collector voltage rises, applying forward a.c.c. to the
BF196 to reduce its gain.

-ve going ACC input

[852

lb)

Fig. 4: (a) The original a.c.c. circuit on the RBM i.f. board.
(b) Modified a.c.c. circuit to suit the input from the Mullard
type decoder.
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I next found that the overall chroma channel gain

I
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Fig. 5: Modification to the chroma amplifier on the RBM
board to make it suitable for feeding the Mullard type

Single turn
looped around

final vision IF
transformer

decoder circuit.

120p

0A90

L
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amplifier on the i.f. strip connected directly to my
decoder, this giving altogether four stages of amplification between the chrominance detector on the i.f.
board and the chrominance delay line on the decoder
board. A simple potentiometer (see Fig. 5) at the

J

220
BF194
k7

From tuning
potentiometers
and switch

chroma output on the i.f. strip overcame this problem.

00
I 851

I

Fig. 3: A.F.C. circuit. The secondary winding consists of
12 turns of 42 s.w.g. wire, bifilar wound with one wire
diameter spacing. The primary winding consists of 7 turns
of 38 s.w.g. wire wound as a single layer 4.5mm. above the

secondary. Use a Neosid 722/4 former and two Neosid
6/900 cores.

The overall chrominance bandwidth also proved to
be too narrow with this arrangement. Disconnecting
the final chroma tuned circuit (2L25 etc.) on the i.f.
board nicely restored the bandwidth however, giving
correct luminance-chrominance registration.

Luminance Side
The i.f. board output circuit on the luminance side
is shown in Fig. 6. The 0A90 detector provides both
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40-

From 2nd
IF amplifier
BF197

Twisted wire
capacitor
sets depth of
rejection notch

2

330

30

4

To chroma

IF channel

frTrr

18541

Fig. 6: Luminance if output stage. The rejector L was
redeployed as a chroma rejector to delete sound-chroma
beat patterning.

the luminance and the 6MHz intercarrier sound outputs. Rejector L operates in the original design as a

rejector of spurious signals outside the passband,
chroma subcarrier rejection being by means of a
tuned circuit in a subsequent luminance stage on a
different board.

Results Obtained
On fitting this i.f. strip a much better chroma
signal was obtained. Chroma noise was much lower,
and the cross -colour performance improved due to
the overall response being more symmetrical between
the chroma signal upper and lower sidebands. I was
still troubled on the luminance side by sound-chroma

beat patterns however and found that attempts to
reduce these by adjusting the alignment resulted in
sound buzz on captions.

Sound-chroma Beats
The way in which I got around this problem was
to remove the chroma subcarrier rejector from the
luminance channel and instead adjust L (Fig. 6) to
reject the chroma subcarrier at its i.f. (35.07MHz)
prior to detection. The use of a.f.c. ensures that the
rejection

notch always appears at the correct
frequency. As the core of this coil (2L12 in the Bush
circuit diagram) is slowly unscrewed the notch can
be seen running through the 5.25 and 4.5MHz bars
on the test card until at one point the chroma pattern
is notched out. This not only reduces the 4.43MHz
pattern but neatly deletes the 1.57MHz sound-chroma
beat as well.
The performance obtained using this strip is now

highly satisfactory, with no visible beat patterns,
definition such that the 5.25MHz bars on the test
card are quite clear, and a good noise -free chroma
signal.

The Decoder
The decoder is quite conventional, following the
basic Mullard circuit except for the demodulators
(see later). I built it on a 5 x 12in. plain Veroboard
panel, the component leads being wired together on

The front cabinet treatment.

the reverse side. The layout of the decoder is not very

critical and the operating frequency comparatively
low: I felt therefore that the time and trouble that

would be required to design and make a printed
board would not be justified. There are a large

number of components in the decoder but construction is quite straightforward. Coil winding can be
rather tedious but the tricky part is alignment. More
about that later.

Integrated Circuit
I originally intended to use colour -difference tube
drive with valve output stages but the Plessey SL901
integrated circuit, the heart of the "I.C. Colour
Lock" in RBM single -standard sets, is now fairly

readily available. This i.c. provides chroma signal
demodulation and RGB matrixing. It accepts the
chrominance signals and reference signals from the

decoder and the luminance signal from the i.f. board,

the RGB outputs provided then being fed to two transistor video output stages. The i.c.. peripheral
circuitry is shown in Fig. 7. For brightness control

purposes line frequency offset pulses are fed into the
i.c. at pin 8 and are added to the RGB output signals:
they alter the level at which the black -level clamps
in the RGB video output stages operate.
The Mullard chroma delay line circuitry has to be

modified to suit the i.c. Fig. 8 shows the revised

circuit. The two balance potentiometers are adjusted
so that the synchronous demodulators in the i.c. give
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Fig. 7: The peripheral circuitry used with the SL901 chroma demodulator/RGB matrixing i.c. To provide harmonic rejection
33pF capacitors should be shown connected from pins 6,14 and 15 to chassis. T1 primary consists of 6 turns, secondary
of 3 plus 3 turns (three wires wound together for first three turns). Use 38 s. w.g. d.c.c. wire wound on an FX2249 former.
T2 as T1 but primary 4 turns. Later versions of the SL901 are encapsulated in a 24 -pin pack: the four extra pins-one
at each end of each row-are not used.

zero output when no chroma signal is being fed into
it. If the demodulators are off balance the reference
signal appears at the outputs, giving 4.43MHz patterning all over the screen and also disturbing the blacklevel clamps.
The reference signals are fed via the usual trans-

formers to obtain the correct phase relationships.
The i.c. requires push-pull reference signal inputs
however so the secondaries of the transformers (T1
and T2, Fig. 7) are bifilar wound in two halves with
the centre taps connected to chassis via 0-1/AF
capacitors.

The colour -difference signal gain controls in the
SL901 peripheral circuitry do not have a very drastic
effect on the picture : they are by nature more of a
trimming adjustment.

The 6MHz trap in the original decoder design

a design using three i.c.s originally published in

Wireless World. The arrangement adopted for feed-

ing the crosshatch signal into the luminance channel
is shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen the luminance
signal switching is carried out by means of diodes.

When the switch in the supply line is switched to

"crosshatch" the 20V supply to the luminance emitter -

follower (BC108) and the decoder is removed and
applied instead to the crosshatch generator circuit
and the BCY71 which inverts the crosshatch signal
so that it is of the correct polarity for feeding to the
SL901. With this arrangement the receiver remains
synchronised to the transmitted signal but the crosshatch pattern replaces the picture.

So much then for the signal circuits

receiver.

in the

was omitted since there is a trap for this purpose in
the chroma amplifier section on the RBM i.f. board.

Timebase Board

RGB Channels

the sync separator, the field timebase and the

The surplus RBM timebase board used contains

The RGB output stages follow the RBM design but
some of the resistor values were altered to enable the

stages to be operated from a 280V instead of a
200V line-see Fig. 9.

Crosshatch Input
herc

is

a built-in crosshatch generator following

line generator and drive circuits. The only fault
present was that the field output transistors had
blown so these were replaced. The line drive circuit

was intended for use with a transistor line output
stage and as my receiver uses a valve line output
stage it was necessary to alter this-see Fig. 11-in

order to obtain a drive waveform suitable for driving
a valve. This arrangement works very well but as it

has been tested on a one-off basis only it may not
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Fig. 11: Modification to the RBM line drive circuit to enable
it to drive a valve line output stage.
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Fig. 9: One of the RGB circuits. One of these was used as

shown here for initial testing (see next month), with the
luminance signal applied to the input, the output fed to
all three c.r.t. cathodes and R1 and R2 used to provide
a feed to the sync separator. For RGB use omit R2 and
connect R1 to chassis.
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Beam Limiting
The beam limiting circuit is simple but adequate.
The anode of the 51V zener diode D5 is connected
to the grid of the PD500 e.h.t shunt stabiliser valve,
D4 being included to prevent D5 being driven into

forward conduction by the blanking pulses-this

.20V to decoder

f/21.-11

directly, D1 being included to prevent the line flyback
blanking input attenuating the field flyback blanking
pulses. The field flyback blanking pulses are inverted
and clipped by Trl.

(luminance inpOt)

Fig. 10: Crosshatch input and switching circuit.

would impair the blanking of course.
The cathode of the PD500 is connected to chassis
via a lkf2 resistor. Its grid is negative with respect to
chassis therefore. As the beam current increases, the
PD500 grid becomes more negative until at full beam
current (1.2mA) the stabiliser valve is cut off. Its
grid voltage will then be at most about -40V. Any
further increase in beam current causes the PD500
grid to go rapidly more negative, zener diode D5 then
conducting and driving the c.r.t. grids negatively to
limit the beam current. Note that both flyback
blanking pulse feeds are a.c. coupled to permit this
arrangement to be used.
Initially I tried to operate the beam limiter via the
a.g.c. circuit as

this would have maintained the

give the correct drive waveform in all cases where it
is tried due to spreads in component values.

correct black level. The time -constant of the a.g.c.

Flyback Blanking
The flyback blanking arrangements in a colour
receiver can get quite complex. Fig. 12 shows the

Source of Components: The main items used in this
receiver, including the surplus units and panels, were
obtained from Manor Supplies, 172 West End Lane,

circuit I used. The purpose of diode D3 is to ensure
that the c.r.t. grids are held at a constant voltage in

circuit is long however so the system went into
oscillation.

London NW6.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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THERE have been a couple of rather startling news items

has its test transmissions from 0730-0745. Programmes
commence at 0745 until 1230 when further test trans-

these. First there is the prospect of UK DXers receiving a

missions

Lothar Scholt (GDR) of a 525 -line signal on ch. A2 (E3)
could originate only from station HZ22, Dhahran,

the illegal transmitters operating on the Italian borders,
providing various extra programmes on channels other
than those officially allocated for television broadcast.

recently and I feel we must start off this month with
new country during the next Sporadic E season. In the
December column I suggested that the reception by

Saudi Arabia. I was mistaken however. Michele Dolci
(Italy) reports that a transmitter using ch. A2 (E3) is
now in operation on the north coast of Crete. This is an
AFRTS (American Forces) outlet operating from the
Iraklion base with reasonable power apparently since
reception in both Italy and East Germany (GDR) has
been confirmed. System M (525 lines, 60 fields) is used on

ch. A2 (55.25MHz vision, 59.75MHz sound). Ch. E3
vision is also 55.25MHz so there should be little trouble
in locating the channel. The test card used is the
RETMA one but with a slanting chequered border.
Photographs taken in Italy show an identification slide
with "Iraklion", and other programme captions. The
caption "AFRIS" mentioned in December can only be
"AFRTS". In view of the excellent reception of
Albania this past season I feel that Greece will certainly

be received this coming year!
Secondly, Garry Smith (Derby) tells us that TSS
(USSR) is now using the electronic pattern type CS U 01

-with a slight variation and carrying the identification

"UT" at the top.
My log for December is as follows:

1/12/73 DR (Denmark) ch. E4 - MS (Meteor Shower).

2/12/73 DR E4; SR (Sweden) E2, 4 - all MS.
3/12/73 CST (Czechoslovakia) RI; DFF (East
Germany) E4; NRK (Norway) E4; SR E4 all MS.

4/12/73 CST RI; TVP (Poland) RI - both MS.

5/12/73 NRK E4; ORF (Austria) E2a - both MS;
improved u.h.f. tropospherics.

6/12/73 DFF E4; SR E3; CST RI; TVP R1 - all
MS.
7/12/73 DR E4; DFF E4; SR E3; NRK E3; JRT
(Yugoslavia) E4; RAI (Italy) IB; TVP RI - all
MS.

8/12/73 SR E4 -MS.
9/12/73 SR E4; RAI IB - both MS.
10/12/73 DR E4; SR E4; NRK E2 - all MS.
11/12/73 DR E3; SR E2, 4; NRK E4 - all MS.

12/12/73 CST RI; TVP RI; DR E4; NRK E2 - all
MS.

13/12/73 DFF E4; SR E4 - both MS.
14/12/73 DR E3, 4; SR E2, 3, 4; DFF E4 - all MS
Geminids meteor shower.

15/12/73 DFF E3, 4; DR E3, 4; TVP RI -all MS.
16/12/73 Improved tropospherics at u.h.f.

17/12/73 SR E4; ORF E2a - both MS; SR E2, 3; TVP
RI - both SpE.

18/12/73 CST RI; SR E2 - both MS.
19/12/73 SR E2 - MS.
21/12/73 RAI IB; SR E2 - both MS.
23/12/73 WG (West Germany) E2 - MS.
24/12/73 TSS (USSR) RI -SpE (test card 0249 at
1308).

26/12/73 TVE (Spain) E2 - MS; SR E2 - SpE.
December 1973 was a quiet period with the Geminids
MS and a certain amount of Sporadic E activity around
the 17th the only significant reception.
Lothar Scholt tells us that DFF - 1 (East Germany)

continue until programmes recommence at
1500. All times CET. Back in 1971 we briefly mentioned

ing (special tuner strips/converters being

available).

Michele Dolci now tells us that certain JRT Yugoslavian transmissions offe now being radiated at around
300MHz.

Extending UHF DX
With our u.h.f. TV - DX horizons now being extended

on a more regular basis into Austria and Switzerland
during "openings" the time seems appropriate to list
the transmitters specifically to "look for".
Switzerland: Rigi ch. E6 30kW; Sankt Chrischona El 1

Uetliberg (French) E23 160kW; Uetliberg
(Italian) E26 160kW; Rigi (Italian) E29 130kW; La Dole
(German) E31 400kW*; Rigi (French) E32 130kW; La
Dole (Italian) E34 400kW; Bantiger (Italian) E40 300kW;
Sankt Chrischona (French) E46 200kW*; Sankt Chrischona (Italian) E49 200kW*.
Italy: All 2nd chain: Torino E30 200kW; Mt. Venda E25
1000kW; Mt. Penice E23 1800kW*; Portofino E29
50kW*;

1000kW*.

East Germany (GDR): All DFF - 2. Dequede E31 500
kW; Schwerin E29 1000kW; Brocken E34 1000kW*;
Inselberg E31 500kW*.

Austria (ORF-2): Pfander E24 600kW.
All these stations transmit with horizontal polarisation.
Those marked * are the most likely ones to be received
-or indeed have been received here in the UK.

Thanks Whitbreads I
As veteran readers of this column will recall I have
moved to three different locations during the past two
years. Recently I erected a substantial mast at the new
location and for a time a problem which caused some
head scratching occurred. From about 0715 pulsed
ignition interference appeared. This took the form of
engine tickover, acceleration and slowing, but on the
main road nothing could be seen or heard! The prob-

lem was eventually traced to fork-lift trucks operating in
the Whitbread -Wessex brewing complex adjacent to my
house in Romsey centre - these are silent and operate out
of sight in the various buildings! A diplomatic approach

was made to the engineering staff at Whitbread's and
within a very short time the whole fleet was suppressed,
reducing the interference to a very low level-far lower

than at the previous two locations! I would like to

thank Whitbread -Wessex publicly for their friendly,
efficient attention and action. -

New EBU List
The new EBU transmitter list has just been published.
A close examination has brought to light a number of
interesting items. In particular Bulgaria is now listed
with Band I transmitters as follows: Ruse ch. RI 5kW;
Plodviv R2 50W; Arbanasi R3 10W - all horizontal. I
feel that the Ruse transmitter is certainly possible-the
old ch. R2 5kW outlet was received in the UK. The
Egyptian Port Said transmitter is again listed on ch.
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Australian Broadcasting Commission test card.

NBN channel 3 test card-Newcastle Broadcasting and
Television Corporation Ltd., Australia.

TNT channel 9 test card-Northern TV Ltd., Launceston,

TVW channel 7 test card-TVW Ltd., Perth, Western

Australia.

Australia.

Belgian BRT-2 test pattern.

Teleac identification slide-Television Academy, Holland.

Photographs courtesy Garry Smith, Ryn Muntjewerff and Peter F. Vaarkamp

E3 - this is not in operation however. Welcome news on

the Rumanian front, with a number of new transmitter
possibilities:

Bucharest ch. R2 100kW horizontal; plus eight cg

relays on R2 from 750W downwards.
Oredea R3 120kW horizontal; Semenic R3 15kW
vertical; plus 13 relays from 100W down.

Suceava
75kW
down.

100kW horizontal; Bucharest - 2 R4
horizontal; plus five relays from 400W
R4

Birlad R5 50kW vertical; Gheorghieni R5 50kW horizontal; plus five relays from 100W down.
The List of Television Stations - European Broadcasting Area No. 18 is available from the European Broad-
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follows: ZDF: Sunday "Turkiyo Mektuba" Turkish
0945-1030.

WDR:

Monday Italian 1905-1915; Tuesday Greek
Wednesday Spanish 1905-1915; Thursday
Turkish 1905-1915; Friday Yugoslavian 1905-1915.
1905-1915;

ZDF: Saturday "Cordialmente Dall" Italian 1415-1458.

Peter also mentioned that NOS (Dutch) TV has an
equivalent to the UK's Open University. This is called
"Teleac" and operates approximately as follows: Saturday a.m. and evening; Sunday 1820-1850 NOS -1;
Monday - 1230-1300 NOS -I; evening on NOS -2; Tuesday on both NOS -1 and -2 after programme close; Wednesday 1000-1030 NOS -1. We are featuring the rather
distinctive "Teleac" slide this month.

From Our Correspondents
D.

The improved Band I omnidirectional array, mounted at
32ft. on Roger's mast to act as a search aerial.

casting Union, Technical Centre, 32 Avenue Albert

Lancaster, Bruxelles 18, Belgium for 300 Belgian Francs.
This includes six bimonthly supplements and a map. The
publication is strongly recommended as the most accurate
guide for transmitters in Europe - all transmitters are
listed within its 316 pages.

News

McFadyen of

. . .

Raurimu, North Island,

New

Zealand has sent us a long account of the DX conditions there during the past few months. Channel 3

seems to be the only clear one. The Aroha ch. relay
at 110 miles and Wharite ch. 2 at 90 miles tend to upset
Band I but from November 19th Sporadic E opened up
(Summer in NZ is during the UK Winter). Good signals
arrived from Melbourne ch. 0 and faint signals from
CHTV3 Christchurch, South Island followed later by
Australian ch. 2 signals (which appear on NZ ch. 3).
An interesting weather situation during the season's
opening has recurred on each of the past three years. A
turbulent front with thunderstorms and severe hail in
some areas swept over the South and part of the North
1

Island followed by a cold southerly airstream. This

Monaco: Tele Monte -Carlo

is now operating from a

u.h.f. transmitting site, suspected to be Mt. Agel, on ch.
E35 with partial colour programmes. Transmissions
started on December 22nd. At the time of writing it is

not known whether these are the long awaited high power transmissions for Northern Italy.
Qatar, Persian Gulf: Marconi inform us that more
colour equipment is being installed at the TV centre at
Dohah, Qatar and that Qatar will soon have the most
powerful and up-to-date network anywhere in the Gulf
States.

Guest worker Programmes
Certain programmes specifically for "gastworkers" are
transmitted in West Germany. These are transmitted in

various languages for the benefit of foreign labour.
Peter Vaarkamp has listed some of these programmes as

produced many South Island transmitters and Australian
transmitters, jamming all the low -band channels. The
Keith Cummins' Practical Television 625 -line receiver
is in

use and is proving "a most capable receiver".

Apparently there have also been signs of F2 reception we await further news of this with great interest.
Both Clive Athowe (Norwich) and Ryn Muntjewerff
(Beemster, Holland) mention reception of the BRT (Belgian) 2nd chain programme. A new pattern with colour
bars and the identification "TV2" has been noted. The
BRT-2 service is inactive for the time being. We are
pleased to feature a shot of the new pattern.
Finally this month John White (Scunthorpe) has
written enclosing a quite incredible log of stations

received during the excellent November 22nd tropo-

spheric opening. Of particular note was reception of the

Berlin SFB transmitter on ch. E39 in colour, using a
Bush Model CTV25 Mk 2.

Colour Signal Propagation

35, 75.0.
coax

35} 9011.
coax

(low loss)

(low loss)
109"

overall
length

89"

weral
length

The IBA is conducting research into selective fading
within a transmitted television signal bandwidth, particularly fading between the luminance and chrominance
carriers. If anyone has any information, observations or
figures relating to this subject we would be grateful if
you could send it in so that all information can be
collected for passing on to the IBA. All such information will of course be returned.

Boom

Improved Omni -X Aerial
Elements lost. alloy

Fig.

1: Exploded view of the improved Band I omni-

directional array. The dipole assemblies are mounted at
right angles to each other-see accompanying photograph.

In the beginners' section of this column in June 1973
and also in greater detail in Practical Television July,
1969 we featured an omnidirectional Band I array
centred on 55MHz. This array is particularly useful for
enthusiasts unable to erect a large multielement array
for financial and/or domestic reasons. Its advantage is
that it responds to horizontally polarised signals from
any direction, though it doesn't of course have the
gain a multielement array would provide. I have mounted

a new version of this type of array at the 32ft. level on
my mast, mainly to act as a search array-during good
SpE openings in the past I have often missed signals
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from directions at 90° to the main axis of the main
array. One receiver can now be left working from the
omnidirectional array while the main array feeds into
the other receiver for more selective work.
The modified array uses the "Tru-Match" technique
which employs an active dipole (to which the feeder is
connected) and a passive dipole mounted in close
proximity to the active dipole. For the omnidirectional
array two such dipole systems are connected together in

X formation, phased and matched into a 7512 output.
The result is a better bandwidth/matching figure. In this
particular version the resonant elements are at 51.5MHz
and 63MHz whilst the matching/phasing harness is

centred around 55MHz.
The passive dipoles are mounted parallel to the active
dipoles, spaced some 3in. away. Use of a conventional X
insulator is impractical and it is suggested that separate
Band I dipole insulators and element mounting clips
are used. It is of great importance that the two dipole
assemblies are mounted in close proximity and at right

angles (90°) to each other.

Since 1969 many enthusiasts have constructed arrays of
this type, and have reported excellent results during both

the main SpE season and active MS (meteor shower/
scatter) periods. The accompanying photograph shows
the new array in use here.

(or transistor) has restored signals. A variation of this
fault is where the frequency changer does oscillate at
some frequencies so that maybe only one station is
unobtainable whilst the others are normal. Here are
a couple of recent examples: a replacement PCF801
frequency changer valve in a Baird model cured the

trouble in one case while in a set fitted with the

BRC 1580 portable chassis the culprit turned out to
be the AFI39 transistor in the u.h.f. tuner (incidentally this is a common fault with this chassis under
normal conditions as well).

Lack of Height

STEVEN KNOWLES

The picture produced by a Pye Model V830D

WHEN there is a mains voltage reduction during a
period of power shortage many people are unable to
get satisfactory results from their TV sets because

shrank under low -voltage conditions to approximately one-third of the normal height, with constant
field roll which could not be corrected by adjusting
the field hold control. A new PCL85 field oscillator/
output valve cured the fault, the weak link in this
case being the triode section of this valve.

Harry's set is probably in a much better state of
repair generally than the set that shows the fault

Power Supply Circuits

of faults which show up only under low -voltage conditions. Probably the most widely asked question is
"why does my set give so much trouble when Harry's
next door works perfectly?" The answer is that
symptoms.

The maximum permissible voltage drop of 6 per
cent represents a drop of approximately 15V. Thus
a nominally 240V mains supply will be reduced to
roughly 225V, and many potential faults which do
not appear at the normal mains voltage will be present with this reduced supply. Let's look at some
typical examples.

Line Hold Fault
A Ferguson set fitted with the Thorn 900 chassis

was inspected following the complaint of "lines

across the screen on all channels --corrects itself late

at night". The lines were found to be loss of line
hold- the controls were unable to pull the raster
into lock on either standard. The owner assumed

H.T. rectifiers are a common cause of trouble if
not in good heart-valve types should be replaced
if they have been in use for any length of time. If a
pair is used, replace them both. Metal h.t. rectifiers
can be replaced with a BY100 or similar silicon type
-connect a 250 IOW wire -wound resistor in series
to act as a surge limiter.
Another point worth checking is the mains voltage
tappings. On many sets even of quite recent design
a 250V tap will be found. If a set is found working

on this tapping readjustment to the now universal
240V tapping will produce a vast all-round increase
in performance. The tappings must never be set to
a lower voltage than normal to try to improve results

however: doing this will knock the life out of the
valves and c.r.t. in a very short time.

that the fault was being caused by the voltage reduc-

Action to Take

the 30FL14 line oscillator valve which was unable to

reduction occurs first determine in which stage the
fault lies-by observing the symptoms on the screen
-then thoroughly overhaul the stage concerned. If
a valve is used in the stage, change it. If any of the
resistors appear to be discoloured, replace them. If
any of the capacitors seem to be dried up or leaky,
fit new ones. If this is methodically done any faults
or potential weak links will be eradicated without

tions but the weak link in the circuit was actually

operate correctly with the reduced supply. A new
30FL14 cured the trouble completely, the set then
working normally on both full and reduced mains
supplies.

Loss of Signals
Another fault which commonly presents itself
under these conditions is lack of vision and sound
signals, i.e. a blank raster. In all the cases we have
come across a replacement frequency changer valve

So if your set is giving trouble when a voltage

trouble.

This short guide should enable the best to be got
from TV sets during the power reductions that seem
to be a feature of our winters nowadays.
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I

I LOGPERIO IC
AERIAL
KEITH PITT B.Sc.

As the coverage of the u.h.f. TV networks rapidly
increases more and more people find themselves

close to a transmitter and as a result the natural

temptation when considering a receiving aerial is to

go for a cheap solution and use a set -top one. In
practice this is not in most places a good idea
because of the nature of u.h.f. signal propagation.
It is always wiser to have a properly installed outside aerial, on the wall, guttering, or preferably the
roof. Where covenants or structural problems preclude an outside aerial however the viewer is
forced to fall back on an indoor one. Previous
articles (August 1970 and 1971) have described a
variety of set -top aerials, of which the versions of
the log -periodic array appear to have been the most

successful. This article describes a printed circuit

of a bisquare type. Several very good commercial

ones are available. These are extremely safe because
they are capacitance coupled to ensure that there is
no possibility of personal contact with mains
potential. The version described here is not capaci-

tance coupled and must only be used when it has
been checked that the aerial socket of the set is
safely isolated from the mains supply. This safety

aspect is extremely important and must not be overlooked.

The "upper" aerial group, covering channels
50-68 approximately, lends itself to unconventional
forms of construction because of the small physical
dimensions of the wavelength. The average value
is about 14-lin. This enables a four -element aerial to
be made that takes up a space of about seven inches

board log -periodic aerial.

square.

Advantages of the Log -periodic

Variable Parameters
The log -periodic aerial has a number of parameters that can be altered to vary the size, gain,

The log -periodic aerial normally looks rather

like a standard Yagi array. It has broader bandwidth however, giving even reception of all the

channels of a transmitter group. This is very helpful
for set -top use as there can be an imbalance between
the signal strengths of the different programmes and
poor aerial bandwidth only makes this worse. The
log -periodic aerial also has very exceptional
directional properties, with minimal side and rear
lobes. This very effectively removes ghost images and
minimises changes due to the movement of people
close to a set. The gain of a log -periodic aerial is
relatively low but is certainly much superior to that

impedance and bandwidth. Size relative to a normal
Yagi can be reduced by converting the aerial from
a basically planar form to a three-dimensional
arrangement. This is done by putting the booms at a
slight angle to each other and has no adverse effect
on the performance.

Channel Groups
The model described here was designed for the
CD channel group, channels 48-68. A design optimised for group B, 39-51, would be larger in all
dimensions by 1.2 times the dimensions given here.
This is beginning to be inconveniently large for a
home produced printed circuit board. Reasonably
good coverage of these lower channels is given by
the model described here however. (If large enough

vessels are available for the processing, a group
A version can be made: multiply the dimensions
given by one and a half. The boards will be about
12in. by 6fin.)

Construction
The aerial is made using single -sided copper/fibre-

glass board. Standard home printed circuit board
making techniques can be employed for etching

the patterns. We used draughting tape very carefully
stuck over the copper laminate, and for etching used
ferric chloride solution (which is corrosive) conThe author's group C version operating with a Philips
T-Vette. Mounted for reception of vertically polarised
transmissions.

tained in a non-metallic photographic developing
dish. One for 10 x 8in. prints will be large enough
for most of the versions likely to be made, but not
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Nuts soldered to board after assembly

cribing the thickness of the metal layer) is acceptable.

Inner and outer
cable soldered
to boards

///
6BA

mounting
screw

Cable

clearance hole

2BA clearance

hole for

1840

mounting bolt

Fig. 1: Cross-section of the assembled aerial, showing the

taper. The separation between the insides of the two
printed boards at the front is fin.
Fig. 2 (right): Rear mounting strip details.

for a group A version. Paint or lacquer can also be
used as the resist. There are also commercial preparations advertised for home printed circuit board
making. Although we used fibreglass board, it would
seem that the cheaper phenolic material would also
be suitable. Either one or two ounce copper (des -

The stand consists of about 6-7in. of 1 in. broom
handle nailed or screwed at right angles to a wood
or chipboard base which is large enough not to
over balance when the aerial is attached. An appropriately sized hole, probably 2BA is best, is drilled

near the top of the "mast" to take the

aerial

mounting bolt. The cable is attached to the front of
the boards and brought back to the rear of the mast
between the boards (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 3 shows the print pattern and the dimensions.
Two identical boards are needed. They are mounted
at an angle of 10-15° to each other using a semirigid strip of metal (see Fig. 2) which is also used to

attach the assembly to the "mast". This half inch
wide strip of metal can be of any suitable material
and thickness provided it gives adequate support.
Aluminium alloy was used for the prototype and as
a result the bends are rounded because this metal
breaks if right-angle bends are made in it. Two holes
must be drilled in the strip before it is bent, one of
close clearance for the low -loss cable and the other
for the 2BA mast attachment bolt. The position of
these should be chosen experimentally, to ensure

that the aerial can be mounted with its elements
either vertical or horizontal as required for the

local transmitters. Dimensions for the strip are shown
in Fig. 2.

The two boards are assembled to the strip as

shown in Fig. 1, using 6BA nuts and bolts. The
copper sides of the boards face inwards and the nuts
are soldered down after assembly to give greater
rigidity and the necessary electrical short-circuit.
The low -loss cable is soldered to the boards at the
points shown before they are joined to the mounting
strip. There should be no risk of the connections
shorting if the assembly is made as shown, but a
section of the p.v.c. cable cover can be cut off and
used as sleeving if necessary.

Results
It is difficult to generalise about the results
obtained but we can say that this model seems quite
competitive with most commercial set -top aerials
except for one multidirector type which is extremely
good. As a result of much experience in installing
set -top u.h.f. aerials, the author feels that in most

cases they represent a last ditch approach which
should be adopted only when circumstances preclude the installation of a correctly mounted, permanent outdoor aerial array.

Fig. 3: The printed circuit board pattern. Two boards are
required, mounted as shown in Fig. 1. Dimensions given
are for a group CD aerial: for group B multiply all dimensions
by 1.2 and for group A by 1.5. The width of the conducting
strips is 0.1in. Shown half scale.

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT
As a result of the difficult situation
at the time this issue went to press
we strongly advise readers to check
with advertisers the prices shown
and the availability of goods offered
before purchasing.
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LETTERS
THE SERVICING PROBLEM
As a former TV technician now employed in telecommunications work but still taking an interest in
TV servicing on a part-time basis, especially colour
servicing having obtained the City and Guilds Colour
Principles Certificate by attending evening classes last
year, I was particularly interested in your comments
under the heading "TV Servicing: Crunch Coming"

in the January issue. Taking first the report you

mention that during the past five years the number
of people employed in domestic radio and TV servicing has declined by 25%, it is interesting that in
the department where I work approximately 30% of
the technical staff are ex -radio and TV technicians
most of whom hold the Final RTEB Servicing Certificate : so the question arises why did they leave
the trade?
At the time I left (October 1966) the normal working week was five and a half or six days, including
Saturday, and the basic pay in relation to the hours
worked was less than could be obtained in a semiprofessional occupation (i.e. telecommunications).
A great dislike to many servicemen is having to
deal with the grumbling customer who complains
for example that the set was not returned the pre-

average wages but, with one or two notable exceptions, have little or no test gear.

Faced with this dilemma, what does the keen

engineer do? He either looks for better paid, secure
employment, free from customer complaints and,
usually, Saturday working or he seeks out one of
the better rental firms; or joins the small retailer and

earns lower pay; or finally leaves the trade completely. K. Farrant (Preston, Lancs).

BEAM LIMITING
I was interested in your article on colour receiver

beam limiting arrangements. One circuit you omitted
to mention was that used in the popular Philips G8
chassis. In this (see Fig. 1) beam current sensing
occurs in the emitter circuit of the "lower" of the
two BU105 line output transistors. In the event of
excessive beam current the emitter voltage of this
transistor rises, the beam limiter transistor T5569
conducts more heavily, and its collector voltage falls,

vious night in time for his or her favourite programme. It can so easily dampen the enthusiasm for

the job as a technical challenge. I agree fully that
customers will have to realise eventually that good
servicing costs money and has to be paid for. The
customer seems to expect nowadays to pay for good
car servicing-and expects to be without the car for
two, three or more days. So why not expect to pay
for the "box" to be repaired-especially when it is
realised that the average colour set probably has
more individual components than a car?
Another point is this : when I was employed in TV
servicing the company seemed to regard the engineer
as the poor relation-a good salesman was worth his
salt whereas the engineer was a necessary evil.
It is clear from the advertisements in the press
that colour TV engineers are in short supply. So some

incentive must be found to attract and keep them.
An estate car must help, as will good basic pay-£40

plus and superannuation-and a decent basic set of test
gear for each vehicle. Some radio and TV servicing
employers should see the equipment we have! Also

the general working conditions must be adequateworkshops must be clean, well lit and warm, again
with adequate test gear. This costs money of course
-but then so does time wasted fumbling around in
poor conditions.

The small independent dealer often has more of

the test equipment required than many larger dealers

and rental concerns and is thus able to give fast,
efficient colour servicing for which he charges and,

surprisingly, gets paid! Of two large nation-wide
rental firms I approached one had a dismal, apathetic

approach to test gear while the other had excellent

facilities and workshops.
From enquiries I have made I conclude that some
small firms have all the basic equipment needed but
pay lower wages while some rental firms pay above

Fig. 1: The beam limiter circuit used in the Philips G8
colour chassis.

carrying the voltage at the slider of the brilliance
control with it. A recent case of low brightness in
one of these sets-the picture could just be seen at
maximum brilliance control setting-was found to
be due to the beam limiter transistor going short-

circuit. As a result the voltage across the brightness
control and the series resistor connected to its earthy
end was 0.3V instead of 1.5V.-J. Thomas (Chiswick).

RBM STABILISED POWER CIRCUIT
The "fluctuating picture" fault in RBM single standard colour receivers has come up a couple of
times in your columns recently. This circuit seems to

have a basic design fault-hence the apparent new
appearance of the components and no physical
damage. Resistor 8R13 (Fig. page 85 December
1

and Fig. 1 page 125 January) forms a time -constant

with the 0.22µF thyristor gate capacitor and as a
result of the original resistor value this capacitor does
not discharge fully between cycles. In consequence a

bias is applied to the diac, it fires late and the h.t.

voltage drops. The feedback circuit then over -corrects

since it has only a few milliseconds each full a.c.
cycle to regulate correctly. The voltage across 8R13

thus tends to shift continually and the effect is instability of about 5-10V amplitude at roughly 10Hz.
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The effect is worst under full load when "shocking"
the circuit into oscillation can be caused. The cure I
have found is to reduce the value of 8R13 to 8.2k12
or 10k0.-M. J. Shilling (Kingston -on -Thames).

can be accommodated by adjusting the
a.f.c. transformer tuning slug if necessary.
The Clare -Elliott RP7641-G8 relay can be used for
the two changeover contact type required. The coil
capacitance

resistance is 67512 and the dimensions 22 x 20 x 10mm
overall (excluding pins) with 5mm pin spacing. They

Comment: An official modification suggested by
RBM is to reduce 8R13 to 1k12. In their latest 110°

can be obtained from Service Trading Co.,

chassis a similar circuit is used with the resistor value
1.21d2. The circuit is of Mullard origin. It is also
used in the Philips G8 chassis, but with a 12V Zener
diode across "8R13". Fig. 2 shows some modifications

57

Bridgman Road, London W4 5BB.
The push-button switches I used were obtained
from Electrovalue (type 8531). B. C. James (Nottingham).

11.

From 8L1

8TH 2
VA1104

8R20

8R10

68k

68k

Thyristor

COLOUR RECEIVER SETTING UP
An error occurred in printing the instructions I gave

8THY1

8R6
390k

for decoder alignment with a multimeter in the

Oiac
803

8VT1

January issue. In the third paragraph of section (13)
dealing with the ident circuit, on page 114, the last
word of the sentence "If the ident can eventually

86147
8R7

9.1k

Set EHT

8RV1

4.7k

802

-8C7
"'0.22

be made correct by this method then the ident
signal

820

itself

is

adequate"

should

have

inadequate.
Feedback

Another point is that I am not too happy about

18471

the instructions that were added at the end on

adjusting the first anode presets for correct grey

Fig. 2: Modifications introduced in the stabilised power
supply circuit used in later versions of the RBM 90° single standard chassis.

to the circuit in later versions of the RBM 90° chassis

in case they may confuse readers without the full
circuit.

REMOTE CONTROL CIRCUIT
The following notes may be useful in case readers
have difficulty in obtaining suitable relays for use in
the remote control circuit I described last month.
Reed relays can be obtained from Electrovalue.

The encapsulated type LPS12 has a 590U coil resistance. R24 should be changed to 33012 if this type is
used. The separate reed type MR1 fits bobbin type
MS/12 which has a resistance of 1,04012. If this type

is used R24 can be omitted from the circuit. The
capacitance across an open reed incidentally is less
than 1-5pF. The effect of this small amount of extra

been

.

scale. The method described would be perfectly in
order for many receivers (like the one of mine at
present being described). But there is one vital
difference with the Television colour receiver-in
this the RGB drive controls are connected in circuit
after the black -level clamps. This means that there
must be zero voltage across them at black level,
otherwise the peak white adjustments will upset the
first anode (background) settings. It would be very
difficult to set up the grey scale on test card under
such conditions. I suggest the following procedure:
(1) Set the first anode controls to minimum and
the RGB drive controls to maximum.
(2) Remove all three inputs (Y, R-Y and B-Y)
to the decoder board.
(3) Connect a voltmeter across one of the RGB
drive controls.
(4) Switch on, and after warm up set the bright-

ness control for zero voltage on the meter.

(5) Remove the meter and advance the red first
anode control (in a dimly lit room) until a very faint

red raster is obtained. Repeat this procedure with
the green and blue first anode controls.
(6) Restore the inputs to the RGB board and
check the flesh tone. Reduce the settings of one or
two of the drive controls as necessary to give correct
flesh colour (leaving the third one at maximum).

Check the dark greys and slightly reset one
first anode controls if necessary. Then
recheck step (6), the RGB drive control settings.
(7)

or two

D. Robinson (Nottingham).

BRC 1400 CIRCUIT

It has come to our attention that an important

Rear view of B. C. James's version of the "Television"
Colour Receiver. The decoder and timebase panels are

mounted on hinges at the left- and right-hand sides
respectively. The i.f. strip is mounted on the left-hand side
panel. The mains transformer is on the left, with the power
-..ircuit board above. The RGB drive controls are beneath
the c.r.t. base panel, with the RGB board behind.

resistor was omitted in the circuit for the BRC 1400
chassis (earlier versions) shown on pages 120/1 of
the December 1969 issue. R105 (6801d2) should be
shown between V9 and VIO heaters and the junc-

tion C95/R110. This resistor provides part of the
filtering for the bias applied to the grid of the field,
output valve from the heater chain. It is present in
the circuit shown on pages 120/1 of the January
1974 issue.
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IN

SERVICING

television
receivers

1

Line Timebase Troubles
In the main however line timebase troubles which

cause a no picture condition concern the output
stage itself-a shorted boost reservoir capacitor
(C134, use a 1kV replacement) or perhaps the
DY802 e.h.t. rectifier shorted internally. This latter
fault again causes a certain amount of overheating

until either the DY802 top cap or the c.r.t. e.h.t.
cap is removed to relieve the condition.
If the width is reduced but jumps well out when
the "set boost" control VR107 is adjusted, with no

proper control action, check the series resistor R170
(1Mn) before replacing the control as failure to do

this may result in the new one burning out in a

L. LAWRY-JOHNS

DECCA MS2000 Er MS2400-cont.
resistance resulting in low voltage at the height
control or R143 has gone high resistance resulting in
low voltage at pin 9 of the 30PL14 valve base.
If the field is rolling with the control at one end

of its travel check the valve, R127 and capacitor
C115 (this 0.003AF cross -coupler has a high voltage
rating which must be observed).

A picture which rolls up or down with little inclination to lock should direct attention to D102
(0A91) in the field sync pulse feed circuit and its
bias resistor R116. If these are in order check the

PFL200 and its associated components particularly
the electrolytics C238 and C240.

short time.
If the line hold control is at one end of its travel

Complete Loss of Sync
Complete loss of both line and field sync is most
often due to a defective PFL200.

capacitor C113 in the flywheel sync filter circuit and
R117 the anode load resistor of the pentode section
of the ECL80.
If the picture hovers about without locking, check
the ECL80, R109, C109 and again C113.

Sound Channel

the ECC82 is most likely to be at fault. If a new
ECC82 does not help matters try a new ECL80. If
both valves are in order check the electrolytic

Field Timebase Faults
There do not seem to be many common faults in
the field timebase circuit and the 30PL14 valve
itself wears pretty well. The writer has encountered
the following faults at various times however. The

cathode decoupling electrolytic capacitor C124 dries
up to promote severe loss of height with the lower
part of the picture compressed almost to the centre.
The value (160µF) is not critical and the more common 250AF 25V value can be used. The boost line

decoupler C122 shorts to chassis thus robbing the

height control of its supply and producing a nice thin

white line across the screen. When this happens it
should be borne in mind that R157 is subject to a
heavier current flow than normal: it may therefore
age toward earlier retirement than would otherwise
be the case. The awkward bit about this is that it

can go either high resistance to produce loss of

height or low resistance which can mean excessive
voltage at C122 so that the nice new capacitor you
have fitted in this position can come to an explosive
end if VDR102 fails to do its job. If VDR102 does
do its job a heavy load is imposed on the line output
stage and some obvious overheating will take place
to call attention to the affliction.

If the trouble is lack of height-an even loss at

top and bottom-usually either R157 has gone high

Probably the most common complaint in the audio

output circuit has a mechanical origin. The output
transistor TR201 has to be clamped firmly in order
to dissipate the heat generated. For this purpose it
is laid on its mica insulator and clamped by a nut
and bolt or a PK screw. Now this is the edge (what
wonderful wit the man has! ): the use of a PK screw
can cause a sliver of metal to rise, puncturing the
mica washer and shorting TR201 collector to chassis.

The supply resistor R125 is thus placed across the
h.t. line in series with the output transformer (T201)
primary winding and a little overheating takes place
which together with the no sound symptom tends to
suggest that the output transistor has shorted. The
answer is to release the transistor, remove the washer

and inspect the hole. Carefully smooth the edges,
throw away the PK screw, refit the washer and use
a nut and bolt to clamp the transistor.
Whilst the writer has not had any trouble with

the audio output transistor used in this model similar
transistors used in other equipments (one well known
record player for example uses an equivalent transistor under much the same conditions) seem to go
open -circuit regularly so one should not disregard
this possibility.
A high voltage at TR201 collector would suggest
either that the transistor itself is faulty or that there

is no forward bias at its base. The 1.82V forward
base bias is derived from the i.c. so we sincerely
hope that any absence here is due to nothing more
than absence of supply to the i.c. at its supply pin
14, due say to C227 shorting or R217 being open circuit. If on the other hand there is a voltage at
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TR201 base but no voltage across its emitted resistor

R225 (should be 1.35V) it is more probable that
TR201 is faulty.
The MC1351P i.c. presents a bit of a problem

if the sound is defective but the output transistor
is in order: all one can do is take voltage readings

TELEVISION

as specified, starting with pin 14 which should be at
11-3V. If this reading is correct the other readings
should also be correct provided the i.c. is in order.
The only pin with no voltage is pin 7 which is connected to chassis. It is most important to take care
with the meter probe when checking i.c. voltages:
many a chip has been ruined as a result of adjacent

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
Next month we start a new series aimed at

pins being shorted through the careless slip of a
blunt probe. A sharp narrow point is less likely to

giving an essentially practical account of closedcircuit TV equipment, its use and the servicing

slip.

techniques required. To start with, the basic
element in CCTV work, the vidicon camera tube,
is explained along with its basic circuitry.

TRANSISTOR FIELD TIMEBASES
Fully transistorised field timebases have been
around for some time now, particularly in colour
receivers, and have proved to be generally very
reliable. Nevertheless it is time we took a look at
common faults and their causes, also at the operation of the class A output stage generally used.

THE DIODE DROPPER
The use of a diode dropper in the heater circuit
reduces heat dissipation and is also cheaper
than using a completely resistive dropper. The
action of the diode dropper circuit is often
misunderstood however, which can lead to the
use of an incorrect accompanying resistor value

and damage to the valves in the chain. The
circuit action will be explained and the procedure for determining the value of the accompanying resistor given, either for designing a
new circuit or for working out a diode dropper
substitution for an existing set.
SERVICING TELEVISION RECEIVERS
The next chassis to be dealt with by Les Lawry Johns is the Pye 169 single -standard monochrome chassis and its derivatives, the 569, 769
and 173.

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES

Details of the April issue are subject to the
current national situation at the time of going
to press.

We are often asked to suggest a cure for vision
buzz on sound which cannot be tuned out, coupled

with the contrast being weaker than it should t
In the type of circuit used in this chassis, where
a.g.c. is applied to the EF183, a weakness in the
.

subsequent EF184 stage will mean that there is little
or no a.'g.c. action even though the EF183 is being
overloaded. If there are signs of weaker than normal

contrast and the tuning cannot be accurately set

therefore check the EF184 valve before taking any
other action.

Tuner Unit
Although the tuner is a little different from those
normally encountered the usual remarks still apply.

In some areas the most common complaint is reluctance of the mixer transistor TR2 to oscillate.
We say in some areas because it is group A channels
that are mainly affected, particularly those below 30.

The first replacement transistor may be no more
lively than the original so one must be prepared to

try another (once you have again checked the tuning

vanes for foreign bodies and fouling as they are
fully meshed).

The first stage TR1 (AF239) can be more easily
checked. If reception is poor with the aerial connected to the aerial socket or TR1 emitter remove
the plug from the aerial cable and place the wire
end near the collector tuned line. If the signal is
then better (thus proving that there is no gain in
the first stage) it is fair to suspect the transistor
especially if there is no voltage across R1 TR3 can
be similarly checked-not with the aerial of course
but by checking the voltage across R10 or by short-

ing the emitter to the collector to note the drop
or gain produced by so doing.

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

Plugs and Sockets
Whilst this chassis is not as inclined to exhibit
TO

(Name of Newsagent)

Please reserve,deliver the APRIL issue of
TELEVISION (25p) and continue every month

until further notice.
NAME
ADDRESS

dry -joints as some of the others we have mentioned
in recent months nevertheless poor connections still
form a goodly quota of the troubles that are likely

to be encountered. The sockets are usually well
soldered but the plugs may not be so lucky. It is

surprising how long an unsoldered lead will continue
to make sufficient contact until it is disturbed or the
wire loses its fresh surface. When there is a stubborn

or intermittent fault or a fault suddenly appears
after the set has been disturbed in order to deal

with a totally different fault condition always note
the effect of gently disturbing plug wiring.
TO FOLLOW: PYE 169 CHASSIS
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YOUR
PROBLEMS

SOLVED

* Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
problems must be accompanied by an 11p

postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.),
INTERFERENCE
I have recently built a colour receiver which is

similar in many respects to the design you have
published. The set works perfectly except for one
problem-the line output stage affects the next door
monochrome set (on BBC -1 405 -lines only).-T.
Prettie (Tonbridge).

If you have not fitted BK chokes at the top caps
of the line output valve and boost diode this could
well help. Try screening the entire interior of your
cabinet with chassis -connected metal foil. In case
the trouble is mains borne, fit suppressor chokes in
the leads to both sets, as close to the input as possible, with 0.01µF capacitors across the supply. If the
interference is by direct radiation and screening the

interior of the cabinet fails to provide a complete
cure try "earthing" the chassis and all screening by
means of a high -voltage capacitor to a separate
earth connection. Make sure that all screening is well
bonded to chassis. Also ensure that the heater wiring
to the line output valve and boost diode is adequately
decoupled to chassis.

DEFIANT 2A22
When the set is first switched on two white lines
flash down the centre of the screen, a straight one
in the centre with a sinewave one superimposed on

it. When the set warms up the lines stop and the
picture appears but is lacking in height at the top
and bottom. Full height is reached after 15-20
minutes and is then maintained, the picture being
quite good. The same conditions occur when the
set is switched on warm but the set settles down
sooner.-T. Swinton (Wigan).
Your troubles are due to ageing valves in this 21in.
set which dates from about 1961. The white lines
are the result of intermittent line oscillation or out-

put-if you lightly tap the 30P4 line output valve,

U191 boost diode and 30FL1 line oscillator when the

white lines are present you will probably be able
to identify the culprit. Also check the pin connections of these valves, scrape them and apply a little
switch cleaner to the valveholders. Another possible

cause of this trouble is a dry joint. Having to wait
a time for the raster to reach full height indicates
that the 30PL13 field timebase valve is low emission.

the query coupon from page 235 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply
service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.
We cannot provide modifications to circuits

published nor comment on alternative ways of
using them.

FERGUSON 3647

White areas of the picture are disturbed by the

presence of vivid white lines and greyish blobs. The
fault is present on both u.h.f. and v.h.f. and can be
partially overcome by adjusting the contrast control

to darken the picture.-T. Richardson (Abingdon).
The trouble seems to be a video fault. Try a new

6F28 video amplifier valve and check all the voltages
in this stage. Then check that the series peaking coil

L22 in the feed to the c.r.t. cathode is not open -

circuit. If the brilliance control won't black out the
picture or raster check the 2201a2 resistor (R119) in
series with it. There is a possibility that the c.r.t.
has an internal disconnection or short: does tapping
the tube neck lightly momentarily restore the picture
to normal? If it does and the base connector is
making good contact this could be the cause of the
trouble. Check C100 which decouples the c.r.t. first
anode (to the h.t. line) and the flyback coupling
capacitors C102 and C103: any of these could be
breaking down. (BRC 1400 chassis.)
PYE 11U
Both the line and field lock are very easily upset in
this receiver. With average picture content hold is
just about kept but sync is lost on dark scenes. The
hold controls are very critical. Signal strength is no
problem and the fault is usually accompanied by a

band of line tearing moving slowly upwards on a
dark picture and slight bending of the verticals or
less serious tearing on an average scene.-S. Potterton (Birmingham).

The part of the set that usually gives rise to this

sort of trouble is the video amplifier section (pentode)
of the PCL84 V9. Check this valve, also the resistors

in this stage, particularly the cathode bias resistor
R28, the screen grid feed resistor R26 and the grid
stopper R27. Also check the screen grid decoupling
electrolytic capacitor C21-if this is faulty it will
affect the 1.f. response of the stage.
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KB VV10 VICTOR

This set worked well for a week or so after we

acquired it though the picture took a long while to
come on-sometimes about ten minutes, with the
sound normal however. Now there is no picture,
only flashes across the screen, with smoke coming
from the three resistors at the side of the e.h.t. compartment. The e.h.t. rectifier lights up and there is
a good spark at the top cap of the valves in the line
output section. Everything seems to be working, so
some suggestions as to the possible cause of the
difficulty

would be welcome.-J. Irefield (Scun-

thorpe).

Smoke coming from the right-hand side width
resistors indicates that there is a short somewhere.

The most likely suspect is the 4µF electrolytic C125
which decouples the width resistors. Then if necessary check the PY801 and PL36 valves. No picture
although the e.h.t. is present suggests trouble in the
PCL84 video stage. Check this valve, its screen feed
resistor R52 (3.9k11) and the other components in the
stage. If R52 is charred the PCL84 must be changed.

though the set has not been used on u.h.f. before the
valves will have been operating and could therefore
be low -emission. Check that the u.h.f. aerial socket

does not have a crack in the printed circuit connection, a common fault. This can be done by
waggling the coaxial plug in the socket while the
set is on, noting if signal strength rises when the
plug is pushed not too hard to one side. If it does,
on lowering the chassis you will be able to run some

solder over the printed circuit linkage from the
centre contact to the aerial isolating capacitor. We

take it that the aerial is correctly polarised, of suitable

type and properly installed and sited. We do not
advise . touching any of the slugs on the i.f. panel.
(Pye 11U series.)

ALBA T1195
The trouble with this set is insufficient width-in
about two inches on each side. The width also fluctuates from time to time. On increasing the brightness control setting the picture balloons, gets duller
and finally disappears. The sound is all right.-R.
Oakley (Dudley).

GEC BT336
The contrast control on this set is inactive. On Band
I the picture is not too bad and the contrast control

The fault conditions are due to inadequate line
output and the most likely cause of this is change
of value of the two 8.2M12 resistors in the width
circuit-above the preset width controls on the right-

has a little effect but on Band III the picture is

hand side (bottom). Replace with large resistors (say
2W rating) of the same value. The PL500/PL504 line

(Peacehaven).

this is the prime cause of the condition the resistors
are worth changing in the interests of long term reliability. (Philips Style 70 series chassis.)

weak and the contrast control has no effect whatsoever. The sound is normal on both Bands.-B. White

Weak Band III reception with Band I reception
more or less normal suggests that the r.f. amplifier
valve (B349) in the tuner unit needs replacement.
The poor contrast control operation is likely to be

due to the 1MS2 resistor (R133 on the timebase
board) in series with its slider having changed value.
Also check the 1M12 resistor R30 (i.f. board) in the
a.g.c. line.

PAM 5151
This set operates well on v.h.f., and when a u.h.f.
aerial is connected to the v.h.f. aerial socket a fair
picture is obtained. With the aerial connected to the
u.h.f. socket however and a u.h.f. position selected
only sound is obtained though there is disturbance
to the raster as though a picture is about to appear

-the sound is not full volume. The set has not
previously been used on u.h.f. but I assume that the
tuning coil slugs are set approximately correctly. The

signal strength in this area is not too good. MI
swiches appear to be making good contact.-G.
Hitching (Eastbourne).

Some of these Pam receivers had a rotary u.h.f.
tuner and some a push-button type. We assume that
yours is the latter in which case the set is operating
reasonably well but the push -buttons need adjust-

ment. This is done by easing back the depressed
button to its full extent then tuning it either way
for optimum sound and vision. In addition to the
main contrast control at the back these receivers

also have an internal preset sensitivity adjustment in

the top left-hand corner of the chassis. In some
versions one preset control does for both systems
but in others there are two separate presets individually marked. This may need advancing-a very
small screwdriver is needed. Most of the models in
this series were fitted with a valve u.h.f. tuner and

output valve may be of low emission but even if

BUSH T115C
There is sound but no vision. If the brightness control

is turned to zero and then rapidly to maximum a

brief raster is visible. The heater line seems to be running high as a check on the c.r.t. heater voltage reads

6.9V. The thermistor in the mains input circuit was
arcing so I have replaced this with a TH1A but it
runs hot. What is the correct thermistor to use and
the likely cause
(Eastcote).

of the no vision?-F. Trinder

The correct type of thermistor to use is the CZ4.
If you want to carry on using the TH1A this should

be connected in the heater circuit and a separate
surge limiter resistor (e.g. RS 6611 0.3A section) in-

serted in the h.t. supply. The loss of vision is due
to lack of e.h.t. This could be due to a low -emission

PL36 line output valve but there is a strong possi-

bility that the EY86 e.h.t. rectifier base (in the holder)
is corroded and requires rewiring.

PYE 20

There is trapezoidal distortion of the raster at the

lower left-hand side and I would appreciate instruc-

tions on the correct procedure for adjusting the

raster correction magnets. The set is fitted with the
Pye 169 chassis: is there an easy way to move the
chassis panel while the set is working so that these
magnets can be reached?-R. Morefield (Llanelli).
There is no specific procedure for adjusting c.r.t.
pincushion

distortion correction magnets: simply

move them to obtain optimum raster shape. You

will find that the chassis hinges down sufficiently to
enable this to be done.
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KB FEATHERLIGHT
There is lack of width on 625 lines, slight cramping
to the left of the picture, and the brightness control
has to be turned up fully. Full width is obtained on
405 lines. The h.t. and boost line voltages are

correct. The line output stage valves have been
replaced and the 625 -line width control and the

resistors between the control grid of the PL81 line
output valve and the sliders of the width controls
checked and found to be OK. When the line drive
is measured the picture fills the screen and the
brightness increases, curing the fault! The line drive
at the PL81 control grid measures -70V instead of
-60V.-T. Williams (Farnborough).

increasing the potential tapped from the width control would. Also check R160 (120k12) which is in
series with both width controls. The slight cramping
on the left-hand edge of the screen will probably be
cured by readjusting the linearity sleeve under the
scan coils. We' take it that the resistors between the
PL81 control grid and the sliders of the width controls have been carefully checked-they often
increase in value after some years' service. (STC/
ITT/KB VCI1 chassis.)

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until March 22
1974 and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 233.

The first suspect must be R161 (6801(n) which is in
series with the 625 -line width control. If this has gone
high resistance the negative bias produced by the line
drive at the PL81 control grid will not be sufficiently

Don't forget the 11p (inc. VAT)
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offset. Connecting your meter to the PL81 control

grid reduces the negative potential there just as

a

minim

clamp diode connected to the collector of the blue
output transistor was without fault.
What was the cause of this symptom, and where
in the circuit would the defective component most
likely be? See next month's TELEVISION for the

!17114ST

solution and for a further item in the Test Case

CASE]
135

postal

order I

Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on

series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 134
Page 185 (last month)

The causes of sound distortion are sometimes
tricky to track down. Misalignment of the 6MHz
intercarrier sound channel or of the f.m. detector,
failure of a diode in the f.m. detector circuit (though

actual practical faults.

? A KB Model CK500 fitted with the ITT CVCS

colour chassis was reported as suffering from
"yellow tinting". Initial investigation by the field
service technician revealed that while the grey -scale
tracking appeared to be without fault the red, green
and blue drive presets (the chassis uses RGB tube

drive) could not be set to eliminate the tinting.

this and misalignment of the intercarrier sound
channel are commonly accompanied by the "rough"
interchannel sound buzz) and trouble in the audio
stages themselves are common causes. A fault in the

audio circuits is almost certainly the cause of the
trouble when the distortion is present on both v.h.f.
and u.h.f. in a dual -standard receiver.

The clue to the cause of the fault in the GEC/

Consequently the chassis was brought into the workshop for detailed investigation.
Three transistors are used in each (RGB) channel
in this chassis, the first serving as a matrix stage to
obtain a primary -colour signal from the appropriate
colour -difference signal applied to its input "electrode"

Sobell 2020/1020 series receiver was the overheating
PCL84. Although the replacement valve tried gave

collector circuit. The resulting primary -colour signal
is then capacitively coupled to the final two transis-

-and fitting a replacement under this condition is
not a good thing! Had the technician checked the

and the luminance signal which is injected into its

the impression that something was amiss with the
original one this notion should have been discounted

owing to the abnormal rise in the replacement's
temperature and the increasing distortion.
Clearly a circuit fault was under biasing the valve

The tube drive from each output. transistor's
collector is passed through a SW drive preset control,

cathode -to -chassis voltage of the PCL84 he would
have found it to be below normal-it was just below
2V in fact instead of 3-4V. Subsequent tests of the
15011 cathode bias resistor and its 25µF decoupling

blue drive preset the yellow tinting was reduced but
not eliminated. The blue drive circuit was examined

returned to normal and the sound was free of

tors which are directly coupled to the appropriate
tube cathode.

and it was discovered that by fully advancing the

and appeared to be

in

order.

The associated

transistor voltages were also correct and the BA145

electrolytic revealed a mild leak in the capacitor.
When this was replaced the valve's cathode voltage

distortion-even with the original PCL84, which was
lucky!
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Location Exercises in Radio & TV Servicing by K.J.Bohlrnan. Volume 2
Mechanics Course in Radio, TV & Electronics 222 (433) by B.Fozard & G.N.Patchett .
First Year. Principles and Calculations. (Fozard)
O
Part 1. Electronic Systems. (Patchett)
O
Part 2. Second Year. Electronic Systems. (Patchett)
Part 2. Third Year.
Electronic Systems. (Patchett)
O MAZDA BOOK OF PAL RECEIVER SERVICING by D.J.Seal. 288 pp
DICTIONARY OF RADIO & TELEVISION by W.E.Pannett. 380 pp
TELEVISION ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK by P.J.McGoldrick. 6th Edition. 400 pp
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1972. 26th Edition. 384 pp. Special reduced offer
ELECTRONICS IN MUSIC by F.C.Judd. 169 pp. Circuit designs and operation
HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER by P.J.Guy. 142 pp

*

£0.50£0.75

£2.25
£E20 . 7100

Transistors.

.
III

as.

"'

;

PRICES FROM 5p
Over 10,000 models available.
Catalogue 15p + SAE
Please send stamped addressed envelope
with all orders and enquiries.

£0.80
£1.35

eir

0

.a.Fault

£0.50
£0.85

E3:88_
£3.80 W
£1.80
£2.50
£0.90
£3.15 0
£1.50 0

O A LARGE SELECTION OF OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE AT OUR NEW SHOP PREMISES
O OPEN UNTIL 8pm. MONDAY TO SATURDAY. CALLERS WELCOME TO COME AND BROWSE
O NEWNES RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING books bought & sold (all years)good prices paid

for Radios, Televisions,
Radiograms, Car Radios,

Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.
with
FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

W

PFIIW
EO.
£0.95
£0.40

SERVICE SHEETS
(1925-1974)

Hamilton Radio
Road, St. Leonards,
Sussex. Telephone Hastings 29066.
47

Bohemia

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV etc.

models. Catalogue 15p. S.A.E.
Telray, II Maudland Bank, Preston.

0

LARGE SUPPLIER

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES
i
Telephone 0423 - 55885

SERVICE SHEETS

0Please add 10% for Postage and Packing on all books. Send large S.A.E. for FREE booklists
190. KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE. YORKSHIRE.

,,.

A.L.S. Service Sheet Service

10 Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street, London W1R 1PA
Mall

Order

Only

,s-

Books

s.rgrsto.sekkk

We are pleased to

able to offer a

very large and
interesting choise

of Books on all

electronic subjects
Radio & Television

Servicing Books
brought and sold

Our stocks now exceed 20,000 Items

Service Sheet service only 40p Plus S.A.E.

"Comprehensive Colour TV
Manual" By J. Mc Court

COVERS FAUN TS CAusf N ON MOST BRITISH SETS

Now only £2 Plus 25p Post & Packing

Manuals
,0.,
y,..s.

Most colour

TVs re ire
a maxima I to
cover the

'Comprehensive Black & White
largv amount
of
informotTelevision Manual .0., mccousT -ion necessary
IN 2 VOLUMES
Price £5 Post Paid

'Beginner§ Guide to Colour

Television's By G. J. KING, n :9F,
Complete Lists
of Service Sheets, RECOMMENDED FRoM OUR BOOK LIST £2-2_ ,-.0
Books & Printed .

Circuit Boards etc -A Guide to Television Alignment Using
Plus Free Fault

1

,

Only Transmitted Test Signals"
sr B R EPT0N

We can supply

manuals for
most makes.

S.A.E. for a
prompt quote

price and
delivery

$AE
PRICE SOP PLUS
Finding Charts & JUST ONE OF OWN UNIQUE BOOKLETS
WHICH ARE
Newsletter20,5
PROBING VERT POPULAR
Please supply one Service Sheet, for which my cheque P.0.40P &SA.E.enclosed.

NAME
ADDRESS

Model Number

----

--

PLEASE USE

LOCK CAPITALS

OF

All at 40p each
(T.V., RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,
STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,
CAR RADIOS)

"PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E.
WITH ALL ENQUIRIES & ORDERS"
Otherwise cannot be attended to
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available.)
PLEASE NOTE

We operate a "by return of post" service. Any
claims for non -delivery should be made within
7 -days of posting your order.

C. CARANNA

71 BEAUFORT PARK
LONDON, N.W.11
We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post). Please
state make and model number alternative.
Free T.V. fault tracing chart or T.V. list on
request with order.
Mall order or phone 01-458 4882

AERIALS
BAINES for High Frequency Aerials
Full range of 1 Beam Aerials

Parabeam UHF PBM 12 L3.35, PBM 18 £4.30
Multibeams UHF
MBM 30 L4.40, MBM 46
L6.90, MBM 70 LI2.10, 2MBM 70 L28.40

Stereobeams VHF/FM

MAKE

TV, Radio etc

8,000

enquiries.

SBM 2 L2.95, SBM 3

£4.40, SBM 4 L4.80, SBM 6 L7.25, PM 3 L2.20.

Rotators L32.00, .1B 75/300 L1.60.
Accessories: SAE please.

Co -Ax 10p

II Dale Cres, Tupton, Chesterfield S42 6DR
Tel. 863755
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TELEVISION Colour Receiver aligned IF
board.

GENUINE FULL SIZE
18 element TV aerial

ITV,
8881

428/W

. cow.,
,
as used by leading
-1...
611....1.,e
TV companies
-.!.. Perfect pictures
FOR ONLY
-

g2. 20
7,:,
;(-,

-

.

07",i/ ,

EDUCATIONAL

be lifted outsrde or inside
Duality made technically

advanced design Pit..

- grid reflector eliminates ghossing
Complete wrth clamp. rnstvuchans

Bracket 25p LOW loss
Cable 10p per yard Play 8p & FREE
with order maps & channel reference

iilt,',,

OPPORTUNITIES IN AUSTRALIA for
Video/CTV/CCTV Technicians. Progressive
company, member of major Australian group
expanding rapidly in video field requires
experienced technicians in colour TV, video
system, closed circuit TV systems including
cameras. Top salary, car supplied, assistance
in travelling and housing. Locations-Hobart,
Melbourne, Sydney. Telephone Anne Graham,
London 636-0541 for further details.

Bramely 2168, Surrey.

Save Its We supply
urn

Wall

,,,

SITUATIONS VACANT

e--aural COnlY f'2"20 car.

adore Meow Back Refund

..-...... 7,..,,

'

e

i

+35pcan

Decoder, RGB, Audio, Timebase
modules. What offers, cash or exchange.
Brian Moore, Spring Cottage, Linersh Wood,

TEL EV !SION

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS

TRAINING

..x.A...tWTOT':::3110

Direct

211 Mansfield Rd. Nottingham.

IMPERIAL TRADING f S.I RIM sILT11.

16 MONTHS' full-time practical and
theoretical training course in Radio &
TV Servicing (Mono & Colour) for

Antiference Trucolour: TCI 0
£4.00
TCI8
£5.30
3 Beam high gain:
MBM46
£6.90
MBM70
£12.10
2MBM46
£17.75
2MBM70
£28.40
New Antiference Extra XG8
£7.75
XG14
Gain:
£13.55
Please state channel group or transmitter if
known.

Coax: air -spaced low -loss @ 10p per yard.
Prices include VAT and UK mainland postage.

We specialise in high gain aerials, amplifiers,

D.I.Y. enthusiast. Complete with useful
installation hints.

PROSPECTUS FROM:
London Electronics College, Dept.TT3
20 Penywern Road, London SWS 9SU.

Top 20 Plus Tested TV Valves
18p
PCL84
15p
PCL82
30LI5
15p
PFL200
PL36
ISp
ECC82
PCL805/85
15p
EH90
30FL1/2
ISp
EY86
Colour Valves Fully Tested
PL509
40p
PY500/A
PL504
PCF801

Tel. 01-373 8721.

turer's specifications, etc. please send SAE.

Advice: send details of problem jobs with

COLOUR

PL508

TV

6 Potters Road, New Barnet. 449/1934-5.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMILTON RADIO, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leo-

10p
10p
10p
1010p
p

15p

30p

30p

Many others available including
Mazda Types.
P. & P. 4p per valve, over 12 2Ip per valve,
orders over £4 post free.
Prompt service.
S.A.E. for free list
Moil order only.

SERVICING
Make the most of the current boom.

NEW BVA valves of popular types, PCL805,
PY800/ I, PL504, etc. Cash waiting. Bearman,

of virtually all stations, £3.15 inclusive.
McGarva, PO Box 114, Edinburgh

SETS & COMPONENTS

16th.

installations. For complete list and manufac-

WANTED

to
261

EH I I HP.

NEXT SESSION commences on April

WRIGHT'S AERIALS

stamp

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1974,

Mono revision)
for men with a good electronics background.
course

25 Middlegate, Scawthorpe, Doncaster, Yorks.
Aerial erection service: Doncaster 69743/3080

3d.

Hardess Street, London, S.E.24.

13 WEEKS' full-time Colour TV Ser-

order for professional advice.

Send

CLAYDEW ENTERPRISES (T),

etc.: everything necessary for quality fringe area

DX -TV. Long Range Television Aerials. Band1, 4 -Elements £5. Band -III, £3. Twin Booms,
£6. Carriage extra. J. E. Cook, 90 Ewhurst
Road, Crawley 23885. Sussex.

compre-

clamps, masts, amplifiers, cable, etc., for the

vicing(includingdetails
and accessories:David
WRIGHT'S AERIALS

manufacturer-a

aerials, fixing brackets, chimney lashings,

beginners.

Full range of J Beam and Antiference aerials

from

hensive catalogue of UHF & VHF/FM

L. & D. COMPONENTS LTD.,

Learn the techniques of servicing

71 Westbury Ave., London N22 6SA.

Colour & Mono TV sets through

Tel. 01-888 2701.

new home study courses, approved
by leading manufacturers. Also
radio and audio courses. Free

Components Galore. Pack of 500 mixed
components, manufacturers' surplus plus

details from:- Dept. 750E, International Correspondence Schools,
Intertext House, London SW8 4UJ

once used. Pack includes resistors, carbon
and W.W., capacitors various, transistors,
diodes, trimmers, potentiometers etc. Send

LI + 10p P. & P. C.W.O. To Caledonian
Components, Strathore Road, Thornton,

nards, Sussex.

Fife.

LADDERS 'Special Offer' 9' 7" closed -24' 7"

TOP PRICES PAID for NEW
VALVES and TRANSISTORS
popular T.V. and Radio types
KENSINGTON SUPPLIES (A)
367 Kensington Street, Bradford 8,
Yorkshire.

TELEVISION COLOUR RECEIVER. North
London constructor seeks help in setting up
finished project. Will pay fee to man with
knowledge and test gear. Telephone Sykes,
01-446 1775 evenings.

extended.

Unvarnished

timber.

£18.70

de-

livered. Home Sales Ladder Centre (PTT2),
Haldane (North) Halesfield (I) Telford, Shropshire. Tel: 0952 586644.

250-New Resistors well assorted *-2 watts.
Carbon-Hi-Stab Oxide etc. £1.00 Post Free.
Whitsam Electrical, 33 Drayton Green Road,
London W.13.

TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
If your market is the technology of television, then every penny
spent on advertising in the columns of TELEVISION is directed

to a specific audience-with no wastage on general -interest
FOR SALE
TELEVISION

Colour receiver complete.
Brand new components and 22" Tube. Aligned
I.F.Strip. Offers. Holmer Green 3681.

TEKTRONIX 422 oscilloscope, dual trace.
£150. Keech, 29 St. John's Road, Grove,
Wantage, Berks.

readerships.

For highest results, therefore, put your classified or semi -display

announcement in TELEVISION. Details of rates etc., can be
found at the top of the facing page.
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SCRATCHED FACE!

EX RENTAL
TV's BARGAIN

MISCELLANEOUS

23' & 19' 3 Channel with U.H.F. Tuner

Build the Mullard C.C.T.V. Camera

£3.50

19" & 25' Colour
19" & 23" tubes guaranteed
All sets complete.

from £50.00
from £2

EDWARDS & SONS
103

Goldhawk Road,
London
Telephone 743-6996

W.12

CALLERS ONLY

Expert service for removing and repolishing
scratches on your tubes, colour and mono

chrome. Standard charge £3.85 carriage
paid. Cash with order, satisfaction guaranteed. Completed in one week and returned
B. R. S .

Kits are now available with comprehensive
construction manual
(also available separately at 761p)
Send 5" x 7" S.A.E. for details to

CROFTON ELECTRONICS
15/17
Cambridge Road,
Thames, Surrey KTI 3NG

RETUBE LTD.

North Somercotes, Louth, Lines.
North Somercotes 300

'TELEVISION" Colour receiver. Decoder F.
modules.
Strip-R.G.B.-Time-Base
Requiring few components. App. half price.
S.A.E. V. Brown, 242 Little Wakering Road.

Kingston -on-

Southen, Essex.

MAINS DROPPERS.

PHILIP H. BEARMAN

37-31-97-26-168 i2
25-35-97-59-30 0

50p.
50p.
50p.
14-26-97-173 (7
50p.
15-19-20-70-63-28-63
50p.

14-26-97-1600

Post free. C.W.O.
Durham Supplies, 367 Kensington Street,
Bradford, 8, Yorkshire.

(VALVE SPECIALISTS)

NEW valves by Mallard, Mazda, Telefunken etc.,
IMMEDIATE POSTAL DESPATCH,

and Terms can be arranged. Non -workers
available.

S.A.E.

Details please.

T.E.S.T.
P.O. Box 1. Kirkham, Preston, PR4 2RS
Telephone 077-48 2796 any time.

DY86/7
DY802
ECC8I
ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF183

EFI84
EH90
EY51

EY86/7

GZ34

VALVES, VALVES. Large stock 1930 to 1973.

S.A.E. for quotation. No lists. Also Styli.
Quote number of styli or cartridge. Cox Radio,
The Parade, East Wittering, Sussex.

LISTS S.A.E.,

DISCOUNT PRICE

PRICES FROM 1.4.1973 (INCL. V.A.T.)

COLOUR-COLOUR-COLOUR

19" DECCA £90.00
25" DECCA £100.00
25" RBM/PHILIPS £110.00
25" THORN £115.00
22" DECCA & PHILIPS single standard L130.00
Fully serviced, one month's guarantee. Delivery

SUPPGOVT.
LIERS TO
H.M.
Etc.

33p
37p
40p
37p
43p
37p

PC88
PCF80
PCF801
PC F802
PCF805
PCF808

6Ip

49p
49p
46p
60p
33p
63p

PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PCL805
PCL86

4Ip

U25

53p
49p
53p

U26
UI91

53p
66p

6/30L2

6Ip

PC86

PL36
PL84

43p
53p
55p
73p
70p

f

PFL200

PL500/4
PY8 I

PY800
PY80 I

U193
U251

6BW7

70p
53p
70p
40p
40p
40p
80p
80p
80p
40p
83p
80p
66p

6F23
6F28

85p
60p

NOTE:

20LI
20P4

88p
88p
84p
60p
84p
84p

TO NEAREST
NEW PENNY
QUANTITY

30CI5
30FL I /2
30L15

30LI7

PRICES ARE

PRICES ARE

LOWER.
Enquiries welcomed

84p

30P12

30PL I
66p
3OPL 13/4 95p

30PL 15

BY 100-127 with
IOW res.
16p

95p

POST FREE OVER £3, BELOW THIS add 4p per valve +
3p for subsequent ones

PLENTY OF OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE.

Large PCF80 30p. Sorry, no X78, X79 but NEAR EQUIVS, IOCI & 12AH8
See separate Component, CRT and Transistor Lists. Many obsolete types available

REBUILT

T.V.

TUBES

(Adjacent to Post

Office) 6 POTTERS

FOR MEN OF VISION

HERTS.

RD., NEW BARNET

Tel: 449/1934-5 any time.

Current types
£4.00
£4.00

17"
19"

21"
23"

£5.00
£5.00

Panorama & Rimguard types
£6.00

19"

23"

£8.00

Twin panel
19"

£7.50

or P.O. with order, no C.O.D.
Carriage 75p in England. Scotland, Wales.
Cash

Add a1.25 for carriage Northern Ireland.
For

all

enquiries please send S.A.E.
Each tube fitted with new electron gun
assembly. Fully guaranteed l'or too years
against any fault except breakage.

k.s.t. ltd.
Prosidence

Mills, Viaduct St., Stanningly,

Nr. Leeds, Yorks.

Tel. Pudses 78177

SOUTHERN VALVE CO.
All new and boxed, Mazda & Mullard wh
AZ31
DY86/7
DY802

62p

EZ80

34p

EZ81
GY501

E891

15p

ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC85
ECC88
ECH42
ECH8 1

ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183

EFI84
E H90

EL34
EL4 I

EL84
EL86
EL90/1
EL95
EM80/ I
EM84
EY5 I

EY86/7
EZ40/ I

40p
34p
25p
25p
36p

45p
70p
34p
50p
40p
45p
57p

40p
24p
36p
50p
30p
32p

32p
45p
54p
50p
30p
38p
40p
40p
40p
40p
45p
35p
40p

G Z30
PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC85
PCC88
PCC89
PCC189
PCF80(L)

35p
25p
75p
40p
61p

6Ip
38p
45p
33p
35p

60p
45p
48p
28p

PCF80(Br) 38p
PCF82
PC F86

PCF200
PCF801
PC F802

PCF805
PCF806
PCF808

PCH200
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85 l
PCL805 ,
PCL86
PFL200
PL36

POI

PL8 I A

50p
48p
70p
48p
50p
70p
55p
70p
70p
32p
45p
32p

,.

.."

48p
70p
52p
45p
48p

PL82
PL83
PL84
PL500 ,
PL504 ,
PL508
PL509
PL802
PL805
PY32/3
PY81

'.r.

70p
£1.40
85p
78p
47p
31p
33p

UBF89

35p
40p
50p
40p
40p
55p
50p
35p
35p
55p
42p
35p
30p
62p
60p
60p

3Ip
31p

PY500(A) 80p
UC H42
UCH81
UC L82

UCL83
UF4 I

UF85
UF89
U L4 I

U L84
UY41

UY85
U25
U26
U191

U193
U404
U801

144RTS.

HE

possible. Lists sae. Mail order only
37p
45p
45p
,,.,

PY88
PY800
PY801

UCC85

BET0,X

BP.ONR.
A

3Ip

40p
90p

5Y3

5Z4
6/30L2
6AT6
6BW7
6CD6G
6F24/5
6F28

6K7/8
6V6

6X4
6X5
9D7

10C2
10F1

10P13

12BA6
20L1
20P3
20P4
20P5
30C1
30C15

30CI8
30F5
30FL I

30FL2
30L1
30L I 5
30L 1 7

30P12

30PI9
30P L I

30PL 13

35p
35p
60p
30p
60p
80p
60p
60p
35p
35p
30p
35p
40p
75p
45p

70p
40p
80p
80p
80p
95p
38p
70p
55p

75p
60p
60p
33p

75p
70p
70p
70p
60p
75p

30PL I4

80p
80p
88p

30PL I 5

30P4MR

35W4
35p
ETC., ETC.

Service & Civility.
The above types,
and many others,
are

stock at

in

time of going to
press.
These

lower

new

are

including

at 10%.
Transistor

prices,
V.A.T.

s.a.e.

All

valves
boxed

lists
new

but
we cannot always
and

guarantee
any
specific make.
Pont

free over
POST 4p
each valve.

C3.00.

Tel. (Office):

HO 8641
Closed Thursday
&
Saturday

afternoons.
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COLOUR TV SETS, EX RENTAL
Working or non -working, Black and White
3 channel from LI. Transistorised from L4.
Over 5,000 TVs in stock, delivery to any

part of the country. Phone or call:
Midland TV Trade & Retail Services,
115 Mill St., KIDDERMINSTER 61907
New Branch: 5A Ashcombe Road,
Weston-Super-Mare 28586

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
BRAND NEW TUBES AT

Warehouse.

And pick your own sets

AERIAL BOOSTERS -L3.25
We make three types of Aerial Boosters.
145 -UHF 625. 112 -VHF 405. 111 -VHF
RADIO
VALVE BARGAINS

Any 5-50p, 10-7Sp, 50-L3.30:-

ECC82,
ECL80, EB9 I.
EF85.
EF183. EF1134,

EBF89, EF80.
EY86, PCC84.

PCC89. PCCI 89. PC97. PCF80. PCF86.
PCF805. PCF808, PCL82, PCL83, PCL84.
PCL85. PFL200. PL36. PL8 I, PL504,
PY33,

PY82,

PY800,
EH90.

PY801,

301.15,

19" UHF/VHF (111C2)-(6.00
Thorn -850 or Pye. with set of spare
valves. Carriage £2.00 ( Untested ).

100 MIXED RESISTORS -65p

to 2 watt -I0 ohms to above 1m -ohms
(our choice) 100 mixed Capacitors up
to 500M FD -L1.10 (our choice).
BARGAIN ARTS
Transistor UHF Tuners -42.00, 000K ohms V/C with Switch -20p. SO mixed
Tuner Valves -L2.25. Brand New Transistors BF115. BF173, BC171,
BCI 35. BC113. BCII7. BCI 15,

BCI 53.

BAI02,

BA 129. All 10p each.
All prices include V.A.T. p. & p. 10p
per order. Money back refund. S.A.E.
for leaflets.
ELECTRONIC MAILORDER

(BURY) LTD.
62 Bridge St., Ramsbottom, Bury,
Lancs.
Tel. Rams 1036

A31 -18W
A47 -11W
A47 -13W
A47 -14W
A47 -26W

(1250
£10 50

Prices include VAT

CME1713/A44-120
CME1901, 1903

04 50

a 25
a 00

£1200
(7 75

CME1906

E7 SO
£12 SO

CME 1908

(7.75

CME2013
CME2101, 2104
CME2301, 2302, 2303
CME2305
CME2306
CME2308
CME2413R

£12 SO
£8 25

a 00
£14 75

Peacock Cross Industrial Estate,
urnbank Road, Hamilton,
Tel Hamilton (04982) 29511

swings
1532 Pershore Road,

Stirchley, BIRMINGHAM B30 2NW
(Main A44I from City centre,
Look for the 'COLORCARE' sign)

(9.95
75
(7 SO

00t

TSD217, T5021112

£14 00t

190A84

E9 25

230084

£11 25

These types are fully rebuilt.
t Rebuilt tubes also, at £7.00 plus
carriage and old bulb.

45
72
78

and

COLOUR PANELS TO CLEAR
Transit damaged printed circuit boards,

L16.50

25

1043 Leeds Road, Bradford 3.
Tel Bradford (0274) 665470

PHILIPS '70

(13'50'

A49.120 X
A56-120 X
A61-15 X
A63 -I I X
A66-120 X
A67-120 X

TRADE DISPOSALS

SOBELL 1000

CME1201
CME1601
CME 1602
CME 1705

a 50'

19" Unprotected

UHF Tuners ex TV tested

BUSH 128

with lots of useful transistors, diodes, etc.,
and good DL20 delay line.
L1.00 each, or three for L2.00 (carr. 25p
per board extra).

E7 SO

Slight seconds without backs. All with
doors in Dark Teak. Delivered for £10 cwo

PYE 11U type. Sobel! 1000, Thorn 850/
900. Adaptable to most models.
Send £2.50 cwo.
Send SAE for list of UHF tuners, valves,
tubes, washing machines etc.
Open 6 days every week.

Valve tuner type include:

etc., etc. One for L9.50 (add L2.50 carr.).
Six for L50 delivery extra.

a 95

L14 75

Brand New 26" Colour TV Cabinets

BUSH 128, SOBELL 1000, GEC 2000,
THORN 900. Singles E5 each (add E2
delivery). 6 for E25. (Delivery extra).
Transistorised tuner type makes inc.:THORN 950, BUSH 141, GEC 2010 to
2038. Philips style 70. Singles El 0
each (add E2 delivery).
6 for £50. (Delivery extra).

cabinets.

£6.95
£6.75

£13'50'

COLOUR TUBES

type inc.:-

MONO UHF TVs
Sold complete but unserviced with good

06 50

136P4 (Crystal 13)

Sold complete but unserviced with
tube tested. Good cabinets, Valve tuner

Some incomplete sets as available from
L25. All with repolished cabinets.

A61-120WR
AW43-80
AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 47-91
AW53-80
AW 53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91

Perfect working order. Repolished
cabinets. Tube guarantee 6 months.

Mono UHF TV's

Plenty of good working sets: Bush, Pye,
GEC, Thorn, Decca, Philips, etc., 19",

22" and 25" tube sizes.

GEC 2000
THORN 900
etc., etc., one for L4.50 (add L2.50 carr.).
Six for C25 delivery extra.
Transistor tuner type include:
THORN 950
BUSH 141
GEC 2010

MW43-80
MW53-20, 53-80

CASH and COLLECT PRICES,
VAT included.
3 or over less 5% discount.

25

£1075
£1250
£1295

A59 -11W
A -59-13W
A59 -15W
A59 -23W

DISCOUNT COLOUR !
19" DECCA £88
19" GEC £99
22" PHILLIPS/DECCA £132
26" DECCA/BUSH/GEC
BRC 2000/PYE £110

£12'50
£9'95
£12'50

A50-120WR

color TV

Visit our Birmingham Trade and Retail

REDUCED PRICES

NEW

STANDARD
TUBES

R/9

METAL BAND
TUBES

48

TWIN PANEL

52
S2

82

COLOUR TUBES

SS

85

SHOP-SOILED COLOUR TUBES
19", 22" & 26" NOW AVAILABLE
Brand new, with slight scratches.

Prices from [20. Callers only.
Add Carriage and Insurance: Monochrome 75p, Colour 11.S0.
ALL FAKES SUBJECT TO V.A.T.

TUBES
Rebuilt with new Electron
Guns to British Standard
415/1/1967.

SUFFOLK TUBES
LIMITED

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD,
BAT 6859
LONDON, S.W.I I.
WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD STAMPS

261 CHURCH ROAD
MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3BH
01-640 3133,4,5
Britain's Largest Independent
TV Tube Rebuilder

240

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 POTTERS RD., NEW BARNET, HERTS.
One of the finest range of new and makers rebuilt tubes in the country; every tube is tested before it leaves the
premises. Delivery usually ex stock and sent securely packed daily. Commonwealth deliveries arranged.

FOR EXAMPLE: NEW TUBES TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
CME1702, AW43-80, CRMI73, MW43-80, CRMI72,
AW43-88, AW43-89, CME1705, CMEI703, CI7AF
CMEI903, CME1902, CMEI901, AW47-90, AW47-9I,
A47 -14W, CI9AH
CME2101, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM2 I I, CRM2 I 2,
MW53-20, MW53-80, CME2I04 (when available)
CME2303, CME2301, AW59-90, AW59-91
A59- I5W, CME2308
IMPORTED MONO TUBES AVAILABLE SHORTLY.

£6.05

1903

AW47-9I

£6.05

A47 -14W

CME2308

2303

£6.46

19"

£9.25

21"

£8.66

23"

£12.10

NEW MULLARD

Rebuilt Tubes: (when available)
CME 1908

17"

91

}

Carriage

+
+
+
+

71p
77p
77P

A56/ I 20X L49.50
A66/120X E57.20

One Year Guarantee

£8 2S
'

66p

Also

Four Year Guarantee A66/ 140X.

AW59/9 I 1 £8.25

EXTENSION
Incl. V.A.T. Cge

A59/I5W f

L7.70 extra
Ins L1.65

19"/20"/23"/24" rebuilt Rimbands as available.

NEW TUBES
*TSD282 (TSD2I7)

MW3I-74
TSD290/CMEI201

A31/120W-CMEI220
*I3BP4
MW36/24 & 44
CMEI602
CMEI713
CMEI906

E53.90

A55/ 14X & A56/120X
A63/200X (A63.I 1 X & 120X)

£58.30 +
£62.70 +

A67/120X

£64.90

A50-120WCME2013
fCME2306

A59-I3W
A59 -I I W & 25 or 23W

PP

tf

PO

PP

Also
20" colour.

TELEPHONE: 01-449 1934/5.

REBUILT TUBES I
YOU'RE
SAFE
4

>

CLOSED THURSDAY AFTERNOONS

Rimbaud &
Twin Panel
19'
L7.00

Mono
15-17' LS.00
19' LS.50
21' Le.50
23' L7.50

23'
24'

0.00

L10.00

Carriage 75p

Colour
19'

22'
25'
26'

OSA

£27.50
£30.00
£32.50
Exchange Basis

(carriage -ins. £I.50)

Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery
is

rebuilt with a completely new gun

assembly and the correct voltage heater.

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card

covering it for Mono Tubes 2 years, Colour Tubes

I year, against all but breakage.
* Each tube is insured on the journey.
* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and know-how.

We were amongst the very first to pioneer the
technique of rebuilding television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-6119 773S

ADD 99p FOR
SHORT SEA JOURNEYS

REBUILT
COLOUR TUBES
19"

INC. VAT

* Each tube

ALL ENQUIRIES SAE PLEASE

25"

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:

L14.85
E15.40

OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS

BUY FROM
RE -VIEW !

E15.40

Telephone enquiries welcomed.

WHEN YOU

I

£12.65
L11.55

Please enquire regarding availability of
rebuilds. Also seconds in colour cubes.

NOTE: Above prices from 1st April 1973 include 10% V.A.T.

\

i14.30

A47 -13W f
A47 -I I W & 26W

Two year Guarantee Except TSD282
and 13BP4 I year.

£1.65 cge/ins.

A49/1 9 I X (A491 I & A49 120X)

L15.40
£5.23
E10.45
E11.55
E14.30

CMEI 601

CME2413/A61, 120W

MAKERS COLOUR TUBES

E13.75
E3.30
E11.00
L11.55

£22.50
£28.00

22"

26"

£25.50
£29.00

Exchange prices, subject to V.A.T.
Tubes supplied without exchange
glass at extra cost, subject

to availability.
Colour Tubes demonstrated
to callers.
Carriage extra
all types.
All prices subject to V.A.T.

Full range of rebuilt mono
tubes
available, Standard,
Rimband and Twin Panel

* Complete new gun fitted to
every tube.

* 12 months' guarantee
* 17 years' experience in tube
rebuilding.

* Trade enquiries welcomed.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.
22-24, Anerley Station Road,
London S.E.20
Telephone: 01-778 9178/0528

Which of these 165 career
opportunities could earn you £10...
£15...even £30 extra a week?
In a job you

How to qualify in your
spare time fora better job

really enjoy

lack of suitably qualified men to fill them. The basic qualification
is technical know-how. When you've got that, you're in demand
- out in front.
Are you ambitious - willing to set aside about 6o minutes a
day for home study ? If you are, B.I.E.T. can give you the technical
knowledge you need - change your entire future prospects.

Tick or state subject of interest.
Post to address below.

Make yourself worth more and you'll earn more. It's as
simple as that. There are always plenty of people to do the
routine work - but, right now, key jobs are going begging for

MECHANICAL

It's easier than you think
Make no mistake about it - you could do it. Most people

have unused ability. A low-cost B.I.E.T. course helps you

discover this hidden ability - makes learning enjoyable and so
much easier than it used to be. The B.I.E.T. simplified study

We've successfully trained thousands of men at home -

equipped them for higher pay and better, more satisfying jobs,

steered them safely through City and Guilds examinations
- enabled many of them to put letters after their name.

With the help of B.I.E.T., you too could soon be on your II

way to better things.

OTHERS HAVE DONE IT - SO CAN YOU
Many of the successful B.I.E.T. students who get a recognised
qualification never thought they had the brains to do it. But you don't
need outstanding brain -power or talent - not even any special education.
With enthusiasm, a little determination and a B.I.E.T. home training,

ordinary, average ability will see you through. We've proved it over and
over - thousands of times, in fact!
B EST VALUE FOR MONEY HE EVER OBTAINED.

"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that
my application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can

honestly say that this has been the best value for money I have ever
obtained - a view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced
the course" - Student D.I.B.,Yorks.
HE GOT OUT OF A BAD JOB

INTO ONE HE LOVED.
"Completing your course, meant going
from a job I detested to a job that I love, with
unlimited prospects" - Student 1.A .0.,
Dublin.

H E MADE FOUR TIMES
AS MUCH MONEY.

"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly

changed my earning capacity and in the next
few years, my earnings increased fourfold" Student C.C.P., Bucks.

FREE
76 -PAGE BOOK
can put you on the
road to success through
a B I.E T. Home Study

Course It's yours for
the asking. without
obligation Past coupon
for your FREE COPY
TODAY!

Institute of

ELECTRICAL &

CITY & GUILDS.

ELECTRONIC

Radio. TV/

Society of

Electronics

Engineers-

CITY & GUILDS

A.M.S.E. ( Elec.) 0
CITY & GUILDS

Telecoms.

Eng. Metallurgy 0

system gets results fast.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

Society of
EngineersA.M.S.E. (Mech.) 0
Institute of
Engineers &
Technicians
(A.M.I.E.)
0
CITY & GUILDS
Gen. Mech. Eng. 0
Maintenance Eng. 0
Welding
0
Gen. Diesel Eng. 0
Sheet Metal Work 0
Eng. Inspection 0

Gen. Electrical
Engineering
Electrical

Engineering
Designers
(A.M.I.E.D.)
General
Draughtsmansblpo
Elec. Draughtsmanship
0
Architectural
Draughtsmansh ip 0
Technical'
Drawing
RADIO & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

0

Gen. Radio & TV
Eng.

A.B.T. Clerk of
Works

0

tute-L.C.S.I.

0

Construction
Surveyors InstiCITY & GUILDS

General Building
(all branches)
Heating & Vent.
Inst. Clerk of
Works
Site Surveying
Health Engineering
Road Construction

Quantities.
Estimates
Hydraulics
Structural Eng.

0
0
0
0
0
0

GENERAL

Radio Amateurs
Exam
Servicing
Installations
0 Radio
Servicing
Electrical Maths 0 TV
Colour TV
Computer
Electronics
Electronic Eng. 0 AUTOMOBILE
AERONAUTICAL
Practical Radio
Institute of the
& Electronics
Motor Industry 0
(with kit)
A.M.I.I.
0
MANAGEMENT &
MAA/IMI
0
CITY & GUILDS
PRODUCTION
Auto Eng.
0
Institute of Cost
Gen. Auto Eng. 0
& Management
Motor Mechanics 0
Acctnts.
Auto Diesel Eng. El
Computer
Garage M'ment. 0
Programming
ARB Aero EngiWorks M'ment.
neering Carts.
0
Work Study
Gen. Aero Eng. 0
Gen. Production
Eng.
Estimating &
CONSTRUCTIONAL
Planning
Society of
Storekeeping
EngineersManagement
A.M.S.E. (Civ.)
0
Skills
Institute of BuildQuality Control
ing-L.I.O.B.
0

Agricultural Eng. 0
Council of Eng.
Institutions
Farm Science

Plastics

0
0

Supplementary
courses for Nat.
Certificates.

G.C.E.
- choose from

58 '0' & 'A'
level subjects.

Coaching for many
exams. including
C & G and assistance
in ONCIHNC.

IT PAYS TO BE QUALIFIED!
POST TODAY FOR A BETTER TOMORROW
To B.I.E.T.,

Dep' H i

\,

Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF QN
NAME

ACT NOW - DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF

It costs no more than a stamp to find out how
we can help you. Tick the subject that interests
you. Then post the coupon (or write). We'll
send you an interesting 76 -page book that will

open up for you a whole new world of
opportunity - and it's FREE.

B.I.E.T, Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 OF.

t.

New,

64FMtii.

Block CapAals Please
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS

AGE.

Accrecbted by C ACC.

BRITI H INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

v

MONOCHROME

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS
B USH
TUG versions

TV Line out -put transformers
(Discounts to Trade)

TV 25
TV 25U
TV 28
TV 34
TV 35
-TV 35R
TV 38
TV 38R
TV 39

TkV75 or C

l'V76 or C
TV77
TV78

W3

TV84
TV.85

TV 41
TV 45
TV 48
TV 61

TV86

TV9I
TV92

TV 65
TV 66

TV93
TV94

BAIRD
600

628

602

630
632
640
642

604
606
608
610
612
622
624
625
626

TV 75
TV 76
TV 78
81S
83

TVIOIC

83D

TVIO2C
TV103 or D
TV105 or D or R
TVIO6
TV107
TV108
TV109
TVI 12C
TVI 13

835
8355
85S

86

86D

644
646
648
652
653

685
687
688

4142.

910

TVII5 orCorR

93S

93D

TVI 18

TVI23
TV 124

From model TV 123 to TV 139 there have

been two types of transformer fitted.
One has pitch overwind, the other has
plastic moulded overwind.

Please state which type required as
they are not interchangeable.

V440

V410
V4I OC
V4I OK
V420

V470
V480
V490
V500
V510
V519

V420K

980, 981, 982
911, 950/1, 960

RT I

DR20
DR2 I

DR23

DR34
DM35
DM36

DR95

DR100 666TV-SRG

DR24 DM39C
DR29

DR4I

DR30 DM45
DM30 DR49C
DR3I

DM55

DR33

DR6I

PHILIPS
23TGIlla

DR505
DR606

D R71

DR32 DM56

DR101
DR121

777TV-SRG

DRI 22
DR123
DR202
DR303
DR404

MSI700
MS2000
MS2001

M52400
M52401

SOBELL
T24
SC24

TPS I73
TPS180

s -r284 or ds
ST285 or ds
ST286 or ds
ST287 or ds

STI95 or ds ST288 ds
STI96 or ds ST290ds
ST I 97ds

ST29 I ds

SC270
T278
ST282
ST283

ST297ds
1000ds
1002ds
1005ds

010dst
012

033
038

014
018
019
020

039
047
048
057
058

021

063

022
023
032

064
065
066

013

237G1 I 3a
23TG121a
23TG122a
23TG131a
23TG142a
237G152.3
23TG153a
23TG156a
23TG164a
23TG I 70a
23TG171a
23TG173a
23TG I75a
23TG I 76a
23FG632

MAKE

DECCA
DECCA
DECCA

GEC
ITT -KB
PHILIPS
PYE

PE

BUSH MURPHY
BUSH MURPHY
THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC
THORN BRC

V973C

V440K

V540D
V649D
TM2 Chassis

V843

V173
V179
V1910
V1913
V1914
V2014
V20145

V653X
V659
V683

W39
V735
V783
V787

V849.

V873

V2414D
V24150

V24155
V241555
V2416D
V23165
V24175

V2015D
V20155'

G I 9T2I0

G237210

2000
20

G 1 9T2J I

G23T2 I
G23T21 2

2001

I

019T212
019T213
G19T21 4
G 1 9T2I 5

G20T230
G20T232
G20T236
G20T238
G207300
G207301
G20T302
G20T306
G20T307
G207308

G24T230
G24T232
G24T236
G24T238
G24T300
0247301
G24T302
G247306
G24T307
G247308

201$ 2022 2043
2017 2023 2044
2018 2032 2047
2019 2033 2048
2020 2038 2063
2021 2039

2010
2012
2013
2014

2064
2065
2066
2082
2083

PYE
I

I u Series

12u.

13u
14u
I 5u

State Pt. No.

20u

772494

required

AL2I 003 or

V700 or A or D
V710 or A or D

State Pt. No.

req ui red-

V720

V830A or D or

772444 or
771935

LBA

FERGUSON, ULTRA, MARCONI, H.M.V.

(BRC, Jellypots).

ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

THORN (BRC1

BUSH

Scan 0/P Tx.
EHT 0/P Tx.

L10. 10 ea.

2000 Chassis

L3.30
L3.60
03.90

RT2
RT3
RT3A
RT4
RT5

C3.60

03.60
03.90
03.50
01.30

RTI6
R717

1590, 1591

V979

V201555
V20165
V20175
V2310
V2311C

VI59

COLOUR TV Line out -put lilansformers

Ref.

950/2, 1400 -5 stick
1400 Portable -3 stick
1500
20"
3 stick
1500
24"
5 stick
1580 Portable -2 stick

V539
V540

V789
V153

V923
V929 or L

Two types fitted. One has pitch overwind, the other has plastic moulded

E.H.T. RECTIFIER TRAYS
ORDER

V879 or C

V530D

V4400

ALBA, COSSOR, EKCO, FERRANTI, K.B., PYE,

THORN B.R.C.
MONOCHROME

V520
V530
V530C

overwind. Please state which type required as they are not interchangeable.

DECCA

86S

8655
915

V3 IOCA
V320

V330 or D
V330F or L

683

673

661

V430

V430C
V430D
V430K

V310AL

682

672

V310

V3 IOAD

V3IOA

681

671

£5.17 EACH V.A.T. & CARRIAGE PAID

MURPHY

674
675
676
677

Please quote part No. normally found
on tx. base place; 4121, 4123, 4140 or

TV 71

TV95 or C
TV96 or C
TV97
TV98C
TV99 or C
TVIO0C

662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669

ALL ONE PRICE

3000 Chassis

Scan 0/P Tx.

EHT 0/P Tx.

8000 Chassis
8500 Chassis
All L6.80 ea.

GEC
Dual Standard

CHASSIS

Single Standard
L7.90 ea.

COLOUR
CTVI9, CTV25

C6.30

CSI910,CS2213

£6.30
L5.80
L6.10
L6.30
L6.30
L6.10
06.40

CS 1730

Dual & Single std.
CVC-I, 2, 3

G8
691, 692, 693, 697
713

Single std plug-in
Dual standard

[6.30

2000
3000
8000
8500

C7.30

CVC2

C7.10 ea.

CVCS Chassis
L8.10 ea.

PHILIPS

G6 Chassis D/S
G6
S/S
L8.70 ea.
G8 Chassis
L7.90 ea.

EKCO

L10.10 ea.

CTIO2
C7104
CTIO3
CTIO5
CTI 06
CT107
CTIO8

CTVI 67 Mk.3

CT 1

CTV25 Mk.3

CTVI62

L7.90 ea.

CTVI67 Mk.1 & 2
CTV I 74D
CTV1825
C7V184S
CTV187CS
CTV194S
CTV I 97C

CTVI99S

1

CTI 21

CTI22

&/T

CT70

DECCA

LI 1.70 ea.

CT 152

CT153
CT154

CTVI9 D/S Tripler

MURPHY

L7.80 ea.

CV22 12

CTV25
CTV25 S/5 Tripler
CSI730

CV1912
CV19165
CV2210

CSI910

CV22I 3
CV2214

CS2213
L7.10 ea.

C8.90 ea.

PT!

CT72
CT73
CT78
CT79

E3.70 ea.

1

C7120

CT7I

CTVI9 Valve Rec.
CTV25
PrimaryCoil

CI 1.70 ea.

CTI09

C7.10 ea.

ITT -KB
CVC I Chassis

08.40
L6.60
L4.10
E4.20

CTV25 Mk. I & 2

£8.90

CV2510 Mk.3

CV25I I Mk.3
CV25 I 6S
CV26 I 0
CV26 I I

CV2614
L7.90 es.

CV2510 Mk. 1 & 2

CV25I I Mk. I &2

£10.10 ea.

Every item listed stocked. Most newer and older models in stock. S.A.E. for quotation
For by -return service contact your nearest depot. Callers welcome.
Hamond Components (Midland) Ltd., Dept. NA.
Tidman Mail Order Ltd., Dept. NA.
236 Sandycombe Road,
89 Meriden Street,
Birmingham 5.
Richmond, Surrey.
Birmingham : 021-643 2148

London : 01-948 3702

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

-

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. and CARRIAGE

